
2nd Quarter 2016

WHO-TV DES MOINES ISSUES PROGRAMMING  

DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAMS PROVIDING MOST
SIGNIFICANT TREATMENT OF COMMUNITY ISSUES

All of the programs in the attached grid are locally-produced news programs presenting a 
mix of news, weather, sports and issue-related feature stories and segments.  Issue-
responsive program segments are usually one to two minutes in duration, unless 
otherwise indicated.  Ongoing segments and daily news address a varying mix these 
established community issues:

• AGRICULTURE
• MINORITIES/ETHNIC GROUPS
• BUSINESS & PROFESSIONALS
• CHARITIES/CONSUMER SERVICES
• CIVIC/NEIGHBORHOOD/FRATERNAL/RELIGIOUS
• ELDERLY
• CULTURE & RECREATION
• EDUCATION
• ENVIRONMENT
• GOVERNMENT
• LABOR
• MILITARY
• WOMEN
• YOUTH/FAMILIES
• PUBLIC SAFETY/HEALTH/WELFARE

This is the Master List established in meeting with the Des Moines Area Ascertainment 
Group and will be used as the basis of these reports. 

Program Day Time



Today in Iowa @ 5

Today in Iowa @ 5:30

TODAY SHOW Updates

WHO News at Noon

WHO News at 4

WHO News at 5

WHO News at 6

WHO News at 10

Today in Iowa Saturday

WHO News at 10

Today in Iowa Sunday

Today in Iowa (5am to 7am)
Rebroadcast on 13.2

WHO News at Noon
Rebroadcast on 13.2

SoundOff

   

Monday thru Friday

Monday thru Friday

Monday thru Friday

Monday thru Friday

Monday thru Friday

Sunday thru Friday

Monday thru Saturday

Sunday thru Friday

Saturday  

Saturday

Sunday
  
Monday thru Friday

Monday thru Friday

Sunday

5:00 - 5:30 a.m.

5:30 - 6:00 a.m.

7:25, 7:55, 8:25, 8:55, 9:25, 9:55

12:00 – 1:00 p.m.

4:00 – 5:00 p.m.

5:00 – 5:30 p.m.

6:00 – 6:30 p.m.

10:00 – 10:35 p.m.

8:00 – 10:00 a.m.

10:00 – 10:30 p.m.

8:00–9:00a.m.,10:00–11:00a.m.

7:00 – 9:00 a.m.

3:00 – 4:00 p.m.

10:35 – 11:05 p.m.

Listed below is a locally produced consistently scheduled program of hyper-local issues.  
Large segments of this program are repurposed and included in the second hour of Today 
in Iowa Sunday. The duration of these segments is approximately 16 minutes.

SoundOff Sundays             10:35-11:05 p.m.
 
SoundOff is a locally produced, consistently scheduled program of hyper-local issues. 
This program largely features hosts interacting with local viewers via phone and 
resubmitted questions and observations using the internet and social media. This 
programs first years had only sports as the featured topic and while sports remains a 
constant  topic it is no longer exclusive.  Topics now extend to include the top-of-mind-
awareness issues of the day as they effect Central Iowa. 

The Insiders Sundays 9:30-10:00 a.m.



News-interview and discussion program featuring a rotating panel of local political 
officials and/or candidates or reporters from the Central Iowa media and other news-
worthy guests and in a discussion of one or more issues of topical interest.  The duration 
of each program segment is approximately 22 minutes. Each program also includes a 
brief local weather update, approximately 2 minutes.

Issues categories most often addresses are (but not limited to): Government, Agriculture, 
Business & Professional, Civic/Neighborhood/Fraternal/Religious

 
 NBC programming carried on a continuous basis that also addresses broader 
topics, of regional, national and global impact, that are of concern to our local 
viewers and communities.

NBC Nightly News Sunday-Saturday 5:30-6:00 p.m.

NBC Nightly News provides reports and analyses of the day's top news stories, in 
addition to regular reports, including: "In-Depth," a longer-form piece which examines 
and provides context for the top news story of the day, "The Fleecing of America," an 
examination of government waste, "Lifeline," a look at current health trends in America, 
and "In Their Own Words," a unique segment which allows individuals to speak out on 
one of the day's top news stories.

Issues categories most often addresses are (but not limited to): All categories

 
Meet the Press Sundays 10:00-11:00 a.m.

3:30-4:30 a.m.
This is a NBC public affairs specializing in topical national issues from the nations 
capitol. Meet the Press is the longest running program on network television. The current 
format consists of one to three interview segments featuring guests and newsmakers of 
national and international importance, often followed by today's leading journalists and 
NBC News' political correspondents engaging in a roundtable discussion.  

Issues categories most often addresses are (but not limited to): Government

Today Monday-Friday 7:00-11:00 a.m.

The four-hour broadcast provides the latest in domestic and international news, weather 
reports and interviews with newsmakers from the worlds of politics, business, media, 
entertainment and sports. The final hour of the Today Show is rebroadcast weekdays at 
2a.m.



Issues categories most often addresses are (but not limited to): All categories

Today  Saturday Saturday 6:00-8:00 a.m.

The two-hour live broadcast provides the latest in domestic and international news, 
weather reports and interviews with newsmakers from the worlds of politics, business, 
media, entertainment and sports.

Issues categories most often addresses are (but not limited to): All categories

Today  Sunday Sunday 7:00-8:00 a.m.

The one-hour live broadcast provides the latest in domestic and international news, 
weather reports and interviews with newsmakers from the worlds of politics, business, 
media, entertainment and sports.

Issues categories most often addresses are (but not limited to): All categories

Mad Money with Monday-Friday 3:00-4:00 a.m.
Jim Cramer

The one-hour live broadcast Mad Money is an American finance television 
program hosted by Jim Cramer that began airing on CNBC on March 14, 2005. 
Its main focus is investment and speculation, particularly in publicly traded 
stocks. In a notable departure from the CNBC programming style prior to its 
arrival, Mad Money presents itself in an entertainment-style format rather than a 
news broadcasting one.

Issues categories most often addresses are (but not limited to): Finance 

 

WHO-TV Program, Syndicated Program or NBC programming offered on special 
occasions or pertaining to special events

      
  
Red Nose Day  Thu May 26 8:00-10:00p.m.

 
Issues categories most often addresses are (but not limited to): Civic/Family  Political 
Charity 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Finance
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Television_program
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Television_program
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jim_Cramer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CNBC
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Investment
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Speculation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Publicly_traded
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stock
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/News_broadcasting


Syndicated programming carried on a continuous basis that also addresses broader 
topics, of regional, national and global impact, that are of concern to our local 
viewers and communities.

U.S. FARM REPORT Sunday 5:00-6:00 a.m.

U.S. Farm Report covers all aspects of agribusiness both domestically and internationally 
as they relate to the American agricultural scene. Distributed to over 190 television 
stations representing household coverage in 97 percent of the country, this program 
delivers information that makes a critical difference in the way America does business. 
U.S. Farm Report is the longest running, most successful agribusiness program in the 
history of national TV syndication.

Issues categories most often addresses are (but not limited to): Agriculture

HouseSmarts with Sunday 6:30-7:00 a.m.
Lou Manfredini

Syndicated program, nationally syndicated program focusing on Home Improvement, 
upkeep and consumer products for home owners. 
Contractor Lou Manfredini answers questions from homeowners on large and small 
projects, outlines building permit requirements, reviews products and tools specifically 
for the do-it-yourself home repair consumer. The program goes behind the scenes at trade 
shows as well as visiting high-end designer show rooms. New products and technics are 
explained and questions are raised and answered. Included are best practices when 
employing contractors and specialists. HouseSmarts follows the progress of real people 
and the lessons learned with each project.
Issues categories most often addresses are:  Environment/Consumer Services

POWERHOUSE Saturday 5:00-5:30 p.m.

Syndicated program, produced for this region which Alliant Energy's PowerHouse is an 
award-winning educational program designed to help you improve the energy efficiency, 
safety and comfort of your home.
Along with this Web site, the core of our effort is the PowerHouse television show. This 
half-hour weekly program has a unique focus on home energy, including heating, 
cooling, insulation, lighting, safety and more.
Each week, hosts Megan Turner and Pete Seyfer demonstrate easy do-it-yourself 
projects, explore new energy technology and ask the experts for tips that you can use in 
your own home.

http://www.powerhousetv.com/TVShow/index.htm
http://www.powerhousetv.com/About/ssLINK/007892


PowerHouse debuted in 1996, and is now in its beginning its 13th season. The show is 
written and produced by Alliant Energy, with production by Screenscape Studios of West 
Des Moines, Iowa.
Issues categories most often addresses are:  Environment/Consumer Services

THE OUTDOORSMAN Sunday 11:30-12:00 a.m.
WITH BUCK MCNEELY  

Our mission is to inform, educate and entertain the public by showcasing the OUTDOOR 
LIFESTYLE, educating them regarding important industry and political issues, and 
helping to preserve our constitutional right to keep and bear arms. The Outdoorsman 
premiered in 1985 - on one T.V. station in Cape Girardeau, Missouri!  Since then, it has 
become the largest syndicated outdoor adventure series in the USA.  The program is also 
distributed internationally.  The format includes exciting adventures shot on location, 
internationally and domestically.  The Outdoorsman with Buck McNeely is E/I 
compliant.

The series presents celebrity guests and brings important conservation issues into focus.

Issues categories most often addresses are:  Environment

RAW TRAVEL Sunday 3:00 a.m.

Raw Travel is unique in that it is independently produced and financed and focuses on 
socially conscious travel. It attempts to showcase the growing wave of socially and 
environmentally conscious travel, while celebrating the self-discovery that authentic 
travel and experience among other cultures can bring. Each show incorporates eco-
tourism, volunteerism (traveling volunteers), adventure sports, underground music and 
culture, food, tradition and much more.

Volunteerism, or giving back while traveling, either to the environment or to local 
people in need, is one of the fastest growing segments in the travel industry and 
for good reason. Traveling to developing countries often leads to a desire to do 
more than just become a passive tourist, but instead become an active traveler

Issues categories most often addresses are:   Environment Travel

SMALL TOWN BIG DEAL Sunday 4:30 a.m.

It sounds like a quirky movie plot: A farmer from tiny Ocilla, Ga. teams up with a 
national TV news anchor from Entertainment Tonight to create a popular family 
television show traveling the country to showcase the best of America. But this 

http://www.screenscapestudios.com/


story line is no stretch. The television show “Small Town Big Deal” is branching 
from its cable TV roots to air across America in first-run, broadcast syndication. 
Co-hosts Jann Carl and Rodney Miller share real-life stories about unique and 
remarkable people, places and traditions throughout the United States.

Issues categories most often addresses are:   Businesses Travel 

HIRING AMERICA Sunday 4:30 a.m.

Hiring America provides valuable resources and information for new and 
seasoned veterans moving from the service into the workforce, or seeking to 
build their careers. All this information, and even more insight and direct 
company connections, will also be available on our website, 
www.hiringamerica.net. Your training, your skills, your work ethic, and most of all, 
your leadership are important and unrivaled, and America's companies know it.

Issues categories most often addresses are:   Education Employment

50 PLUS PRIME Saturday 5:00 a.m.
 Monday 3:30 a.m.

Raw Travel is unique in that it is independently produced and financed and focuses on 
socially conscious travel. It attempts to showcase the growing wave of socially and 
environmentally conscious travel, while celebrating the self-discovery that authentic 
travel and experience among other cultures can bring. Each show incorporates eco-
tourism, volunteerism (traveling volunteers), adventure sports, underground music and 
culture, food, tradition and much more.

Volunteerism, or giving back while traveling, either to the environment or to local 
people in need, is one of the fastest growing segments in the travel industry and 
for good reason. Traveling to developing countries often leads to a desire to do 
more than just become a passive tourist, but instead become an active traveler

Issues categories most often addresses are:   Elderly 

PETS.TV Saturday 4:30 a.m.

 Syndicated program, that also qualifies and E/I Educational and Informational, which 
focuses on education and interaction between humans and pets for the edification of 



children 13 to 16 years of age.  This show prepares viewers for the challenges of different 
animals and different lifestyles that impact those choosing and raising pets.

• Issues categories most often addresses are:  YOUTH/FAMILIES,
PUBLIC SAFETY/HEALTH/WELFARE

 

Informational and educational Children’s Programing in addition to the regularly 
schedule Core E/I NBC Network minimum requirement 

 N/A this quarter

 
SPECIAL REPORTS CONTAINED IN NEWSCASTS

These Special News investigations are broadcast during the 10 PM News on each of the 
dates listed and are replayed during the following morning’s Today in Iowa, the 
following day’s Noon News and the following day’s 5 PM News.  This reports run 
approximately two to four minutes in length.

Weekly Series:
 
Erin and Sonya 4PM News Issues: Health
Workout of the Week Every Wed  
Erin 6PM News Issues: Charity 
13 Cares Various

WHO-HD Des Moines MAY 2016 SWEEPS STORIES

Thursday, April 28th 10p.m. Social Media  Erin Kiernan 
what our followers respond (and don’t respond) to. For example – they show little interest when I 
post about the presidential race or Lexie’s new teeth, but they go bananas over shoe cam and 
anything pregnancy-related.

Monday, May 2nd        10p.m. Medical Marijuana                   Stephanie Moore

((Abram’s currently 276 days seizure free as of today, but if this airs mid-May, I think we could 
say he is nearly a year seizure free??))

A Dallas Center 3 year old boy named Abram is nearly a year seizure free as a result of cannabis 
oil.
Abram is now able to tie his shoes, do puzzles and is regaining his fine motor skills.



His family is also weaning him off pharmaceuticals and feel like their little boy is coming back to 
them. 
We’ll be accompanying Abram to one of his therapy appointments at ChildServe.
Also his mom had a real tough time getting the Iowa cannabis registration card and it took several 
doctors and months to get anything accomplished, so she’ll also talk about how frustrating it has 
been to get access to medicine her son needs in Iowa.  (can also tie in if any legislation passes 
this year)

Thursday,  May 5th 10p.m.    Olivia Jenks. Jodi Whitworth

Her twin brother was killed as they were training for a triathlon in Ames in 2014. I followed up with 
her family once before but I have yet get to talk WITH Olivia. Since her bothers death, she has 
been training and competing on a national level as teenager. She’s doing all of this in honor of 
her brother. Besides triathlons, she competes in track. I would love to kind of get her in action on 
track, talk in depth about where her motivation comes from to continue to train without her main 
training partner etc. I have reached out to her father and they are going to get back to me in the 
coming days if they are interested (they have been pretty guarded of Olivia in the past but I’m 
hoping our relationship allows us the opportunity to speak with her).

Monday, May 9th 10p.m.   Nigerian Adoption Jannay Towne

Follow up story on an orphanage in hometown of Nigeria about a decade ago.  This year, he’s 
adopted one of the kids.  She came to Iowa a few months ago and is slowly adjusting to her 
brave new world.  A school with real desks, a TV without static and lots and lots of food.

Thursday, May 12th 10p.m. Iowa Breweries Dave Price

Local microbrewery is called Wing Nutt Brewing Company and will be opening in Altoona this 
Spring with any luck.  I’m working on getting a phone number for you to call him and will pass that 
along as soon as I get it.  Some other resources would be the people that do the Iowa Craft Beer 
Tent.  Steve Linn is the GM and his number is 875-4838.  The Iowa Taproom’s number is 243-
0827.  Finally, the Iowa Brewer’s Guild’s website is www.iowabeer.org and their contact person’s 
email is jwilson@iowabeer.org.  If you wanted to look at the legislative side of things, I’m sure you 
can drum up a contact there.  ;-)  Let me know if I can be of any more assistance. 
Monday, May 16th 10p.m. Faith in the Heartland Reid Chandler
The Pew Research Center conducted a Religious Landscape Study in 2015 - the first it has 
conducted since 2007 - and found that overall, the number of Americans identifying as "religious" 
is declining. I've found a number of studies by Pew, along with a few other respected names, with 
data on different age groups and how they identify, as well as what religions are facing decline. 
Within Christianity, the biggest declines have occurred in Mainline Protestants (losing 3.5%) and 
Catholics (losing 3%). Furthermore, in our state, the Sioux City Diocese has announced its 
closing 41 of its parishes due to lower Mass 
attendance: http://www.desmoinesregister.com/story/news/2016/02/28/catholic-diocese-sioux-
city-reduce-parishes/81055490/ While they do that, the Diocese of Des Moines claims its 
membership has increased by 10% "over the last few years." So, what's happening here locally, 
compared to the national trends? There's a national group called Catholics Come Home that is 
hoping to return people to the church due to a drop in Mass attendances - I'd like to talk to them 
and find someone local in Central Iowa working with their organization (I've seen their billboard 
on Ingersoll, so I know they've got a ground effort here). This story could go all over the place, 
and so I'd like to "hone in" on Catholicism in Iowa, specifically. But, I'd like to get information on 
Mainline Protestants in Iowa to compare, so I can compare these figures to the national trends 
discovered by Pew. Some things I'd be interested in doing: 
1) Traveling to the Sioux City Diocese to talk with their leadership about the decline in attendance 
and the choice to close 41 parishes

http://www.iowabeer.org
mailto:jwilson@iowabeer.org
http://www.desmoinesregister.com/story/news/2016/02/28/catholic-diocese-sioux-city-reduce-parishes/81055490/
http://www.desmoinesregister.com/story/news/2016/02/28/catholic-diocese-sioux-city-reduce-parishes/81055490/


2) Talk to the Des Moines Diocese about increased membership, and their efforts to keep the 
church thriving
3) Talk to a religious studies expert at Drake University about these new trends
4) Talk to an organizer with Catholics Come Home
5) I have a few sources who identify as Agnostic, who used to be a part of the Catholic Church. 
They left the church because of abuse reasons. While I think abuse in the Catholic Church is a 
topic on its own, and don't want to go too far down that tunnel, I think an interview with someone 
who was a former Catholic churchgoer could add depth. 
Thursday, May 19th 10p.m. What’s changed in the local music scene Ben Oldach

Since its inception in 2004.  Several venues have come and gone in that time, but there’ve been 
new music festivals, clubs, promoters, etc…  that are still going strong.  So there’s the large scale 
side with festivals like 80/35, Hinterland and 515 Alive then on the smaller side of it.  Maybe 
looking at smaller venues or a new venue like Lefty’s Live Music.  It’s been a year since they 
decided to open that club and Anne Mathey would be a good one to talk to about it and provide 
some good perspective as she worked at House of Bricks for years prior to opening her own 
venue.  She works with a promoter that’s been doing this on and off for YEARS(Davo Wilkins). 

Monday, May 23rd 10p.m.   Body Armor Company Centerville Jannay Towne

A new company is moving in to the Armory in Centerville this month.  It makes metal plates for 
police and military vests and I think it would be interesting to see how they’re made, tested and 
where they end up. 

Wednesday, May 25th 10p.m. Newton Trump Sign Maker Mike DaSilva

Man who makes all of Donald Trump’s Make America Great Again campaign signs.

WHO-HD Des Moines IOWA FORUMS

On the following dates leading up to the election WHO-HD produced one-on-one, half hour long, 
in depth interviews with candidates for local election. Each candidate sat down to answer 
questions from political reporter Dave Price as well as questions we gathered from local viewers. 
Each Iowa Forum was custom promoted prior to air.
Following each broadcast this content was divided into segments according to topic and added to 
the political content available on whotv.com.

Tuesday, May 17th Channel 13 News at 4  4:30 to 5 5:00
MIKE SHERZAN
CHANNEL 13 NEWS PRESENTS THE IOWA FORUMS… HE RAN A BUSINESS AND TWO OF 
HIS BROTHERS WERE LAWMAKERS.  SEE IF THIRD DISTRICT CANDIDATE MIKE 
SHERZAN CONVINES YOU TO SEND HIM TO CONGRESS.     

Wednesday, May 18th Channel 13 News at 4  4:30 to 5 5:00
JIM MOWER
CHANNEL 13 NEWS PRESENTS THE IOWA FORUM…HE’S A VETERAN WHO MOVED HIS 
FAMILY TO A NEW TOWN  FOR A SECOND RUN AT CONGRESS.  SEE HOW THIRD 
DISTRICT CANDIDATE JIM MOWRER HANDLES YOUR QUESTIONS.   

Thursday, May 19th Channel 13 News at 4  4:30 to 5:00
DESMUND ADAMS



CHANNEL 13 NEWS PRESENTS THE IOWA FORUM…HE’S A FORMER HIGH SCHOOL 
DROP OUT WHO LATER BECAME A BUSINESS MAN.  SEE IF THIRD DISTRICT CANDIDATE 
DESMUND ADAMS NOW DESERVES TO GO TO CONGRESS.   

Monday, May 23rd Channel 13 News at 4  4:30 to 5:00
ROBB HOGG
CHANNEL 13 NEWS PRESENTS THE IOWA FORUM...HE’S A STATE SENATOR AND 
AUTHOR WHO TRAVELLED IOWA WARNING ABOUT CLIMATE CHANGE.   SEE WHEATHER 
ROB HOGG CONVINCES YOU NOW HE SHOULD BE U.S SENATOR 

Tuesday, May 24th Channel 13 News at 4  4:30 to 5:00
PATTY JUDGE
CHANNEL 13 NEWS PRESENTS THE IOWA FORUM…SHE’S IOWA’S FORMER LEUTENANT 
GOVERNOR WHO ONCE SAID SHE WAS FINISHED RUNNING FOR OFFICE.  PATTY JUDGE 
TAKES YOUR QUESTIONS AS SHE NOW RUNNS FOR U’S SENATE. 

Wednesday, May 25th Channel 13 News at 4  4:30 to 5:00
BOB KRAUSE
CHANNEL 13 NEWS PRESENTS THE IOWA FORUMS…HE’S A FORMER STATE 
LAWMAKER WHO NOW WANTS A HIGHER OFFICE.  SEE WHEATHER BOB KRAUSE 
CONVINCES YOU, HE SHOULD BE YOUR NEXT U.S SENATOR. 

Thursday, May 26th Channel 13 News at 4  4:30 to 5:00
TOM FIEGEN
CHANNEL 13 NEWS PRESENTS THE IOWA FORUMS…HE’S A FORMOR IOWA 
LEGISLATURE WHO’S NOW TRYING TO CONNECT HIS NEW CAMPAIGN TO BERNIE 
SANDERS.   SEE IF TOM FIEGEN CONVINCES YOU HE SHOULD BE U.S SENATOR.  

Friday, May 27th Channel 13 News at 4  4:30 to 5:00
STEVE KING
CHANNEL 13 NEWS PRESENTS THE IOWA FORUMS…HE’S SERVED IOWANS IN 
CONGRESS FOR THE PAST  14 YEARS.  SEE IF STEVE KING CAN CONVINCE YOU HE 
SHOULD STAY THERE INSTEAD OF HIS PRIMARY CHALLENGER

WHO-HD REPRESENTATIVES APPEARANCES AND OUTREACH

2016
Community Outreach

Non-Broadcast Efforts and Special Projects with Educational and Information Value for 
Children

 
Date Who Where

4/2/16 Jeriann Ritter Emceed Make-A-Wish Des Moines Gala at Prairie 
Meadows

4/7/16 Jeriann Ritter Weather talk at Hubble Elementary (Des Moines Schools)

4/10/16 Brett McIntyre Weather talk to 3rd graders at Waukee Elementary 
(Waukee Schools)

4/16/16 Dan Winters Emcee Animal Rescue League “Raise Your Paw” 
Fundraiser/Auction and Animal hall of Fame Induction



5/5/16 Dave Price Senior College of Greater Des Moines Annual Luncheon

5/7/16 Dave Price Kites on the Green in Johnston

6/18/16 Dave Price Wonder of Words speaker

7/11/16 Dave Price Speaking at PEO luncheon

9/6/16 Dave Price Speaker at The Ray Society at First Christian Church in 
Des Moines

STATION REPRESENTATIVES COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION
As active members of the community individuals from our management and news 
team lend their time to organizations outside the confines of our on-air product.

 

(Position TBD) is the station’s representative with the Des Moines /Ames 
Ascertainment Group

WHO-TV FIRST ALERT WEATHER FAX
Every weekday Monday through Friday WHO-TV distributes approximately 400 
documents via Fax with Weather Alerts. This information pertains to the Central 
Iowa Viewing Area. Late afternoon each Sunday through Thursday weather 
information is gathered and migrated into a standardized form. This form includes 
a 2 to 3 day forecast, a written Weather Summary, Almanac history and National 
Travel information. The faxes are sent to a consistently updated database of area 
business, area hotels, private citizens, schools and government agencies. 

WHO-TV WEATHER INFORMATION, AMBER ALERTS AND SCHOOL 
CLOSURES
WHO-TV extends its internet information distribution by distributing various 
Breaking News, School Closings, Weather, Stocks, Sports and Local 
Entertainment via E-Mail to area subscribers.

WHO-TV EXPANDS REACH OF CORE PRINCIPALS WITH SUB CHANNELS: 
WEATHER PLUS & ANTENNA TV 
Weather Plus: WHO-TV uses sub channel 13.2 for Weather Plus a 24/7 weather 
channel using locally created weather information. WHO-TV meteorologists  
record weather updates of several minutes in duration and create a hourly wheel 
of weather information that includes ‘real time’ images from our local Mega 



Dopper Radar, local, regional; and national weather maps. WHO-TV also 
partners with Iowa Sports Connection to produce Off the Tee and Friday Night 
Lights which provide local sports scores and information. These programs run 
from one to four hours in durations on a seasonal and weekly schedule. Weather 
Plus fully complies with FCC Children’s Programming requirements. WHO-TV 
also repurposes PowerHouse and other syndicated programming on an irregular 
basis. This platform also supports all WHO-TV community event and news 
content initiatives with ongoing promotional announcements and Public Service 
Announcements.
Antenna TV: Provided by Tribune Broadcasting uses sub channel 13.3 to provide 
standard definition repeats of classic programming. Antenna TV fully complies 
with FCC Children’s Programming requirements. This platform also supports all 
WHO-TV community event and news content initiatives with ongoing promotional 
announcements and Public Service Announcements.

WEATHER PLUS CORE CHILDREN’S PROGRAMMING

ANIMAL RESCUE  Saturdays 7  
Animal Rescue showcases spectacular rescues of all types of animals and 
focuses on the work of dedicated individuals who treat the various creatures on 
the animal kingdom. All stories are authentic and contain actual video of rescues. 
Series is E/I rated ages 13-16 and is suitable for family viewing. Program airs on 
our secondary channel ant therefore cannot be counted as core programming

DOG TAILS Saturdays 7:30  
Dog Tails showcases dogs and dog lovers of all types, providing valuable 
information about canine health, training, grooming and overall dog care. Series 
is E/I rated and is suitable for family viewing. Program airs on our secondary 
channel ant therefore can not be counted as core programming

PETS.TV Saturdays 8  
Syndicated program, that also qualifies and E/I Educational and Informational, 
which focuses on education and interaction between humans and pets for the 
edification of children 13 to 16 years of age.  This show prepares viewers for the 
challenges of different animals and different lifestyles that impact those choosing 
and raising pets. 

MISSING Saturdays 8:30  
Missing is a weekly half-hour series focusing attention on the plight of missing 
children.



BIZ KIDS Saturdays 8:30  
Swap TV is a weekly half-hour series about young entrepreneurs. This 
educational show teaches financial education and entrepreneurship to preteen 
audience. It uses sketch comedy and young actors to explain basic economic  
concepts.

THE REAL WINNING EDGE Saturdays 9:30  
The Real Winning Edge is a weekly half-hour series profiling teens who have 
overcome challenges successfully and who are introduced by celebrities in their 
field of talent. 

ANTENNA TV CORE CHILDREN’S PROGRAMMING 

ANIMAL ATLAS  Saturday 8 & 10:30
 “Animal Atlas” is a weekly half-hour E/I series. This show takes viwers on a journey around the 
world to meet all kinds od animals, from familiar to the not-so-familiar. “ Animal Atlas” teaches 
viwers about the animals’ lives, histories and adaptations that allow them to survive in their 
environment. Whether it’s visiting monkeys or heading underwater for a look at mammals that live 
in the ocean, “Animal Atlas’ brings animals from around the globe into viewers homes for a close-
up look at how and where animals live

SAFARI TRACKS  Saturday 8:30 & 11:30     
“Safari Tracks”  is an E/I series that takes viewers on an African safari, focusing on African wildlife 
and the magnificent and mysterious world of each animal, all in their natural habitat. Follow 
Ushaka each and every week as we explore the African continent, from the bush lands od the 
African Savanna to the great Okavango delta…and beyond.

COOLEST PLACE ON EARTH  Saturday 9            
 “Word Travels” takes viewers on a journey of discovery to the most astonishing places on the 
planet – cities, festivals, landmarks, and jaw-dropping works of nature – exploring each location’s 
history and culture, to discover why it deserves to be called one of the coolest places on earth!

STATE TO STATE  Saturday 9:30
The E/I series, “State to State”, travels to every entertaining nook and cranny of America. The 
hectic dazzle of the Big Apple. The rawhide spirit of Wyoming. The revival of St. Louis. The 
innovation of Silicon Valley. The Music of New Orleans and Austin. The Vegas Glitz. The LA 
Glamour. The highest peaks. The driest deserts. The biggest events. And the hidden gems. 
Everything from State to State.        
  
FAMILY STYLE WITH CHEF JEFF  Saturday at 10
This E/I series, “Family Style with Chef Jeff” features award – winning chef and motivational 
speaker, Jeff Henderson, as he teaches viewers how making the right choices in the kitchen can 
lead to life-changing experiences for the entire family. 



ON THE SPOT Saturday 11
This E/I series puts everyday people on the spot by asking them questions they should know th 
answers to, but often don’t. The show’s question vary by subject. The show is produced to be 
both entertaining and educational. 
 

WHO-HD  CHILDREN’S NON-BROADCAST EFFORTSAND 
SPECIALPROJECTS WITH EDUNCATIONAL AND INFORMATION VALUE 
FOR CHILDREN
CHANNEL 13 WEATHER LAB AT THE SCIENCE CENTER OF IOWA Each 
weekday, children from all over central Iowa interact with WHO-DT Meteorologists at 
our satellite interactive weather studio located at the Science Center of Iowa.  Each 
Monday and Thursday during the quarter, our meteorologists conduct a 30 minute 
interactive presentation called “Storm School” for children 14 and under. Not only 
are there discussions about weather, but also television production and the magic 
“green screen” plus children see our live weather broadcasts at noon each day and 
receive educational weather handouts. 

YESS Duck Derby
For the sixth straight year, WHO-DT sponsored the YESS Duck Derby benefitting 
Youth Emergency Services & Shelter.  More than $175,000 was raised as 35,000 
rubber ducks raced across the lake at Jordan Creek Towne Center.  YESS is a private 
nonprofit organization serving children and their families in Central Iowa. The agency 
opened in 1973 as a drop-in center for runaway teens and has grown into a well-
established, highly-regarded, accredited agency designed to keep children safe. 
YESS is a safety net of services, providing healing and hope in times of crisis.

THE GOLDEN APPLE AWARD Each month during the school year, WHO-DT and a 
corporate partner honor one teacher in our viewing area that goes beyond the call of 
duty.  Nominations are taken from letters written by children at the school that think 
their teacher should be recognized.  Then on the last Monday of the month, we visit 
the school and surprise our deserving teacher with the honor at a school assembly.  
It teaches children appreciation of all teachers and motivates other teachers to 
aspire to achieve the same recognition from their students.

2016 DES MOINES ARTS FESTIVAL
WHO-DT is the exclusive television sponsor of this annual event held along the 
downtown river front.  The event was totally free and targeted to every age and 
class.  There was an expanded and unique focus on children which included a 
children’s entertainment stage, interactive craft activities, and children’s street 
performers.  Nearly 225,000 people attended the event.

CHILDREN’S INTERNET SAFETY
WHOtv.com made available a free, downloadable Internet safety eBook, Growing Up 
Online, containing a unique learning tool that provides parents and teachers 
important information to help initiate conversation with children about online safety. 
With half of all kids under the age of eight using Internet connected devices, and one 
in three children cyber-bullied, it is more critical than ever to educate kids on using 
technology safely. Growing Up Online is a media-rich eBook that provides easy-to-
use content on navigating the digital world in an engaging way and was available as 
a free download for a variety of tablet devices in both English and Spanish. The 



eBook was also available online for desktop and laptop viewing at 
www.themoreyouknow.com/eBooks.

July 1, 2016

      Dear Affiliate Partner:

To assist you in complying with the reporting requirements for children’s television 
and the requirement that stations air “core” children’s programming, we are providing 
you with episode-specific descriptions  (the ‘NBC Kids” educational and 
informational programming block) as set forth in the attached Community Relations 
Quarterly Children’s Programming Report for the 2nd quarter of  2016.  The report 
includes information to help prepare FCC Form 398.  Please note that we have not 
included the specific dates and times for each of the programs as that may be 
station-specific. 

       This report is divided into the following categories:

   1.   Educational Objectives: NBC Kids for both 2nd quarter 2016 and 3rd quarter 2016.

2. Core programming: Regularly scheduled programming furnished by the NBC 
Network that is specifically designed to serve the educational and informational 
needs of children 16 and under.  Each of these programs is identified on-air as 
educational and informational with the “E/I” icon, and is similarly identified to the 
national listing services.  To assist stations with the preemption report section of FCC 
Form 398, we have added specific episode numbers.   Please note that the age 
target for NBC Kids programming is identified as 2-5 years old.  

3. Other programming: Programming furnished by the NBC Network that 
contributes to the educational and informational needs of children 16 and under, but 
is not specifically designed to meet the educational and informational needs of 
children.  

4.   Public service announcements targeted to children 16 and under.

5. Non-broadcast efforts that enhance the educational and informational value of 
NBC Network programming to children.

The regularly-scheduled children’s programming and promotional content furnished 
to you by the NBC Network during the 2nd quarter of 2016 complied with the 
commercial limits of the Children’s Television Act, and 47 C.F.R. §§ 73.670(a)-(d), 
provided that you broadcast and distributed such programming as furnished to you 
by NBC, and did not add any promotional or advertising content thereto other than as 
directed by NBC via weekly postings on APT.  

      If you have any questions about these reporting requirements, please feel free to call 
us.

http://www.themoreyouknow.com/eBooks


Karen Peled
NBCUniversal Media LLC               
Contracts Counsel, NBC Broadcasting, Affiliate Relations
(212) 664-6858
karen.peled@nbcuni.com

mailto:loretta.alden@nbcuni.com


Note Regarding FCC’s Video Description Rules:  The programs supplied in the NBC 
Kids block are video-described to provide a better viewing experience for blind or 
visually impaired children. Under the FCC’s video description rules that became effective 
on July 1, 2015, full-power affiliates of the ABC, CBS, Fox and NBC networks that are 
located in the top 60 television markets must provide 50 hours per calendar quarter of 
video-described programming during prime time or in children's programming. A video 
described program may be counted toward the 50 hours when it is originally aired and 
on one re-airing. Although much of the programming aired with video description is likely 
to be newly produced, stations may count any program they are airing for the first or 
second time with video description after the effective date, even if the program aired on 
that station without video description prior to the effective date. Similarly, a station may 
count programming toward its 50-hour obligation even if that programming has aired 
elsewhere with video description, as long as it is airing with description for the first or 
second time on that station.  

2nd QUARTER 2016 EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES
[AGE TARGET 2-5]

April 2, 2016 – June 25, 2016

In compliance with the Children’s Television Act regulations that became effective 
January 2, 1997, the NBC Kids programming block features an on-air icon (E/I) 
indicating that each program is “educational and informational” for children.  This icon 
is displayed throughout each program.  Also, in compliance with the regulations, the 
following document, which includes “early educational and informational” objectives of 
NBC Kids, must be placed in your public file.

The NBC Kids programming block also meets the requirements for video-described 
content, as established by the Twenty-first Century Communications and Video 
Accessibility Act, effective October 8, 2010.  Full-power affiliates of NBC that are 
located in the 25 television markets with the largest number of television households 
must provide video-described content at any time they are providing children’s 
programming.  Each episode of content can be aired no more than twice in the calendar 
year.  

Each of the programs listed below, which make up the three-hour NBC Kids 
programming block, is specifically designed to serve the early educational and 
informational needs of children ages 2-5.  All of the programs have educational 
objectives and messages that are core to the content and appropriate for the program 
genre.  

From April 2, 2016 – June 25, 2016, NBC Kids aired three shows returning from the 1st 
Quarter 2016, Floogals, Nina’s World, and Ruff-Ruff, Tweet and Dave. Two shows, 
The Chica Show and Noodle and Doodle, were added back into the line-up, replacing 
Clangers and Lazy Town. 



Floogals is an animated show starring three space aliens--Fleeker, Flo and Boomer-- who 
have been sent to earth to explore, investigate, discover, and report their findings to their 
superiors at Floogal headquarters.  The diminutive Floogals are no taller than a large 
safety pin and their visual perspective is literally the point of view of the show.  With the 
multiple challenges of their size and ignorance of all things Hooman (that’s Floogal-
speak for human); the Floogals have a lot of work on their hands. They are engaged in the 
dual processes of discovery and problem-solving, as nothing on earth is familiar to them.  
Much like young children, they begin by encountering something new and then go 
through a comedic multi-step process of watching, listening, touching, and note-taking 
until they’ve figured out what and how their new discovery fits into the Hooman 
universe.

Nina’s World is an animated show based on a six-year-old Latina living in San Antonio, 
Texas with her parents, who own the local bakery, and her Abuela (grandmother). Her 
Tio (uncle) Javier lives nearby and there are lots of children and adults from several 
different cultures in the apartment complex and neighborhood where she lives. Nina’s 
best friend is Star, a stuffed starfish pillow character brought to life by Nina’s 
imagination.  Each episode features Nina taking on a challenge, solving a problem, or 
finding a way to help others.  She is very confident about her abilities, which sometimes 
gets her into trouble. However, with encouragement and chiding from Abuela, Nina 
learns about how to plan her “work,” take responsibility for her actions, and correct her 
mistakes. 

Ruff-Ruff, Tweet and Dave (RRTD) is an animated show that puts an emphasis on 
logical thinking and use of language through fun problem-solving adventures.  The trio, 
RRTD, is guided by Hatty, an erudite hamster who wears a hat full of questions.  The 
three characters agree that they would like to take a particular adventure and rev up their 
Roly-pods, enter the Spin-Again transport vehicle, and arrive at their destination.  Once 
there, Hatty challenges them to make decisions and choose options that will lead to 
success or failure with their quest.  Once their mission is complete, they review their 
effort, assemble the Roly-Pods and head home.  Their adventures are varied.  They might 
go climb a mountain, design their own fairy tale, or build a sand castle.

Astroblast, based on the book series by author and illustrator Bob Kolar, is set on a space 
station in an unknown solar system.  Five animal characters and one three-eyed octopus 
of unknown derivation populate the station.  Each episode begins with an everyday 
conversation or incident that grows into a predicament needing a solution.  While these 
predicaments take place in a fantasy environment, the issues and resolutions resonate for 
a preschool audience.  Through comedy and zippy action, our target audience sees how 
the characters learn lessons for practical living such as how to keep track of things that 
belong to you, practice good habits, clean up when you’ve made a mess, rebound from a 
failure or an embarrassing incident, or resist the urge to blame others for your mistakes.  

The Chica Show features a five-year-old “baby” chick that spends her days with her 
parents in their costume shop, the Coop.  The shop’s one employee, Kelly, doubles as 
Chica’s nanny and the ensemble is rounded out with Bunji, a large floppy eared rabbit, 



and Stitches, a straw mannequin that sits in the window.  In each episode Chica develops 
or encounters a problem that she cannot immediately resolve.  Usually her issues involve 
impulse control, distractibility, judgment, and inter-personal behaviors.  She and Kelly 
usually work on the problem through an adventure—a fantasy transformation to 
animation— where Bunji and Stitches come alive and join Chica and Kelly for the 
problem-solving process.  The core educational content is primarily socio-emotional 
development as Chica learns how to express herself properly, think before she acts, and 
interact with others effectively.  She often learns that it takes hard work and practice to 
become proficient at different skills.

Noodle and Doodle, an instructional series, features creative expression through art and 
cooking projects around a specific theme.  Host, Sean, drives around in a double-decker 
bus fully equipped with art supplies and a kitchen, ready for any assignment.  The 
projects encourage parent engagement and often feature families working together to 
make something to display within the child’s home.  Sean’s sidekick, Doggity, is an ever-
faithful beagle who transforms into an animated character during interstitial trips to a 
parallel universe, set in a kitchen full of prank-playing animated characters.  The art 
projects typically promote utilizing recycled materials in order to demonstrate that 
creativity can transform something intended for one purpose into something that achieves 
a completely different goal.  

3rd QUARTER 2016 EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES

There is one new show for the 3rd quarter.  Terrific Trucks, will enter the schedule on 
July 9, 2016, replacing Astroblast.  This new show will remain on the schedule until the 
end of the 3rd quarter, September 24, 2016.  

Terrific Trucks is a live-action series that follows the exploits of five self-driving, 
heavy-duty construction trucks. They include Tork, the dump truck, Stotz, the flatbed, 
Dug, the digger, Blinker, the mini-digger, and Sparky, the front-end loader.  The trucks 
reside in a fully equipped truck yard/rock quarry and work as a team on various building 
projects that require planning, collaboration and implementation.  Each truck brings 
specific skills to the group.  They get challenging job assignments from Mr. Bill Board, a 
digital outdoor screen that outlines and diagrams the problem to be solved.  By allocating 
the role and duties each truck will perform during the project, the group merges those 
unique skills to fulfill their respective assignments.  Unexpected problems that could 
compromise their success-- such as the weather, broken truck parts, or personal conflicts 
between the trucks--- are addressed and overcome so the job can be completed.  

2nd QUARTER 2016 SHOW SUMMARIES

Floogals provides a unique visual experience where computer generated animated space 
aliens are juxtaposed against a real-world background that perplexes them and sets them 
off on exploratory adventures.  Their goal is to learn everything they can about this 
“hooman” world. They take daring adventures to gather facts while hoping to avoid 



detection by the hoomans.  Led by Captain Fleeker, the research team consists of an 
astronaut Floogal, Flo and a junior Floogal, Boomer.  Together they discover that the 
mundane (ice cubes and umbrellas for example) is the basis for transformative 
experiences that help us all better understand the world they (and we) inhabit. 

Nina’s World is a childhood adventure series, which re-imagines a childhood for the 
character Nina, host of the Sprout Good Night Show.  Nina is a six-year-old Latina living 
in San Antonio Texas. She is exposed to adults and children from many cultures that live 
in her immediate neighborhood and in the mixed-use housing complex, where her parents 
own a bakery downstairs from their apartment.  Nina has frequent adventures with her 
friends, her parents, and other grown-ups in her neighborhood.  She is curious and 
determined to over-reach her abilities in pursuit of her goals.  Nina models resilience as 
there is not a day where she doesn’t reflect on her encounters with good-natured common 
sense and an ability to rebound after her mistakes.

Ruff-Ruff, Tweet and Dave (RRTD) is a preschool adventure/activity show where the 
lead characters travel to faraway lands to have adventures with their guide, a hamster 
named Hatty.  Ruff-Ruff, the dog, is the most playful of the three; Tweet is a little bird 
who loves to fly and get creative with her suggestions; and Dave, the Panda, has a thing 
for bananas.  RRTD might go to the beach, or the mountains, or to strange lands with 
pillows everywhere, just the sort of place where imagination and logic come together.  
The settings are always brightly colored and beautiful.  Their transport vehicles are Roly-
pods, artful go-carts that fit on a spiral ramp that folds in and out of the Spin-Again, a 
colorful round spinning top with special compartments designed to anchor each vehicle 
right on the outside rim during the journey.

Astroblast is the space station and home of six animal characters in Bob Kolar’s book 
series of the same name.  An over-confident and exuberant commander, Comet the dog, 
manages the space station.  The crew includes, Sputnik the pig, a very knowledgeable 
reader; Halley the rabbit, an athlete and Comet’s true peer; Radar, the monkey, who is 
somewhat self-involved; Jet, a silent alligator whose gestures and expressions are his 
mode of communication; and Sal, a congenial three-eyed octopus who runs the counter in 
the space station café, the Smoothie Shack.  While the space station supports the missions 
of a bizarre and diverse array of aliens, the Smoothie Shack is the hub of social 
interaction for the galaxy. There is always something happening at Astroblast and 
everyone on the crew has plenty to learn to keep the community happy and on an even 
keel.

The Chica Show features a five-year-old “baby” chick that spends her days with her 
parents in their costume shop, the Coop.  The shop’s one employee, Kelly, doubles as 
Chica’s nanny and the ensemble is rounded out with Bunji, a large floppy-eared rabbit, 
and Stitches, a straw mannequin that sits in the window.  Chica’s parents were formerly 
entertainers in the vaudeville tradition and they regale the audience with stories and songs 
from their theatrical past.  They enjoy and indulge Chica, who sometimes acts younger 
than her age and gets into all kinds of predicaments.  Kelly uses fantasy play to transform 
herself, Chica, Bunji, and Stitches into animated characters in another universe, who are 



struggling with a problem similar to the one Chica experienced in the Coop.  Without 
fail, they find the problem can be solved and they carry that knowledge back to the Coop 
to use on another day.  

Noodle and Doodle is a live-action show hosted by Sean Roach that also blends 
animation and puppetry into the overall format.  Sean drives a double-decker bus into 
various communities to meet children who have written to him with a problem that they 
would like to solve using an art and/or a food experience.  Sean is accompanied by 
Noodle, a puppet character, Doodle, a digital character that lives inside a tablet computer, 
and Doggity, a faithful beagle.  Doggity has a mini-show of his own through an animated 
alter ego that appears during diversionary segments set in a restaurant kitchen.  The show 
demonstrates how recycled materials can become art and how food, art and problem 
solving can be combined to create a fun experience in everyday life.  Every episode can 
be replicated at home with ease by parents and children playing together.  

3rd QUARTER 2016 SHOW SUMMARIES

There is one new show for the 3rd quarter.  Terrific Trucks, will enter the schedule on 
July 9, 2016, replacing Astroblast.  This show will remain on the schedule until the end 
of the 3rd quarter, September 24, 2016.  

Terrific Trucks is based on the idea that every big truck and earth moving vehicle has a 
real life and a very unique personality that fits the specific type of work they do. In this 
live-action series, actual big trucks are personified and live in their quarry ready to hit the 
road to complete all kinds of earth moving, heavy lifting, car crushing, and big 
maneuvering projects that are sent to their messenger, Mr. Bill Board, a huge digital sign 
that receives electronically delivered job requests for the team.  Bill Board calls the team 
to assemble as he describes the work.  Tork (an earnest dump truck and team leader) 
organizes the project and gives assignments to the team members.  They are Sparky (an 
amiable front-end loader), Dug (a diligent and indispensable excavator for almost all the 
jobs), Stotz (an immaculate and vain 18-wheeler semi hauler), and Blinker (the youngest 
and playful mini front end loader).  Invariably they have challenges and risks to manage 
with each job, but they get resolved with team efforts and mutual respect.  Nonetheless, 
the best part of the day is coming home to the yard satisfied with what they have 
accomplished, and ready for a nice warm truck wash before they go in formation and 
sleep for the night.

“CORE PROGRAMMING”
PROGRAMMING FURNISHED BY THE NBC NETWORK THAT IS 

SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED TO SERVE THE EARLY EDUCATIONAL AND 
INFORMATIONAL NEEDS OF CHILDREN 16 AND UNDER

[AGE TARGET 2-5]
April 2, 2016 – June 25, 2016



Airdate: 4/2/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
FLOOGALS
PROJECT BUBBLE [EFGL105DH]
When Mom Hooman returns from the store with tuna sandwiches and bubbles, the 
Floogals question what “bubbles” are. They find a bottle of bubbles on the counter, open 
it, and realize that they need a wand in order to make the bubbles. They experiment with 
the dry wand and try to make it form bubbles, to no avail.  Then, when the Hoomans 
come back into the room, the Floogals observe Girl Hooman dipping the wand into the 
bubble bottle. Also, by observing the bubbles in the sink, they conclude that soapy water 
is needed to make bubbles and that this “shiny water” must be in the bubble bottle that 
Girl Hooman dipped her wand into. The Floogals work together to dip the wand into the 
soapy sink water and discover that blowing into the wand makes the bubbles. They 
observe that the bubble has colors in it, that it floats, and smells like soap. 
[Educational Message: A bubble is a thin film of soapy water filled with air. You 
can make bubbles by dipping the wand in soapy water and blowing into it.]

PROJECT BABY [EFLG105DH]
The hoomans are cleaning up in preparation for a baby to visit, which leads the Floogals 
to wonder what a baby is. Fleeker hypothesizes that the creature is a pet, as it appears to 
be in a cage (playpen) like a hamster, but Flo disagrees because it does not have fur. 
When they get closer, they observe that the baby’s skin is similar to that of the hoomans, 
but that it is smaller than the hoomans and wears different clothes. Then, after a few 
experiments, they learn that a “baby” is a smaller, newer hooman that will grow to be a 
regular-sized hooman. They also notice that the bigger hoomans take care of the smaller 
hooman and that it cries when it needs something. 
[Educational Message: Humans start out as babies and they grow until they become 
full-sized humans; they grow most in their early years. Once they learn to walk, they 
are called toddlers and they cry to communicate when they need something from the 
human who cares for them.]

Airdate: 4/2/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
NINA’S WORLD
NINA THE NURSE [ENNW102DH]
When Nina discovers Abuelita is not feeling well, she tells her she can be her nurse.  
Thinking she knows all the things a sick person needs to feel better, Nina opens the 
curtains and doors for sunshine and fresh air.  This is not at all what Abuelita wants. 
When her mother comes in and finds Nina shouting to her friends outside in an attempt to 
quiet them down, she tells Nina that the best way for her to help would be for her to go 
out and play. Sad and discouraged that she could not help Abuelita, she figures out while 
playing with Star, that although she did everything she’d want to have done for her, she 
never found out what would make Abuelita feel better. After asking Abuelita how she 



can help her, Nina gets her mother’s assistance to make “Get Well Orange Juice” for 
Abuelita with mint and lemon.  She also makes her a beautiful Get Well card.
[Educational Message: When you want to help someone, whether because of illness 
or something else, it is best to ask them how they want to be helped. Then you can 
do the very thing that will be of the most value to them.]

SUPER NINA [ENNW102DH]
Nina wants to be a superhero.  Carlos comes to play and she encourages him to play a 
superhero.  Carlos (Kid Carlos) is super-fast.  Abuelita helps Super Nina and Kid Carlos 
make costumes.  The kids attempt to assist Tio Javier with his new Djembe drum, which 
he got on his trip to South Africa.  Abuelita catches up with the “superheroes” just as they 
run smack into Mrs. Goldstein, causing her to fall. After helping Mrs. Goldstein, Abuelita 
admonishes them about running on the sidewalk. When Mrs. Goldstein tells Nina how 
helpful it was for her to hold the door for her, Super Nina and Kid Carlos figure out that 
instead of being superheroes, which got them into super trouble, maybe being super 
helpers would be a better idea. They find a number of ways to help Nina’s Papi and 
Mami and even get to help their friend Chelsea when she needs a band-aid.
[Educational Message:  You needn’t be a superhero, being a super helper can be 
more helpful than you might imagine.]

Airdate: 4/2/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
RUFF-RUFF, TWEET, AND DAVE
A TRAVELING ADVENTURE [ERTDR114DH]
After traveling in their Roly-pods on the Spin-Again, Ruff-Ruff, Tweet and Dave 
encounter several acquaintances attempting to get somewhere. They determine that 
they’ll need to travel by airplane to get Ms. Rabbit to her friends over the hills and trees.  
They also figure out that a boat will be required to float on the river so Mr. Squirrel can 
get to the acorns on the other side. When they see Speedy Sheep trying to get big bundles 
of hay to the sheep field, they can see that to move the hay, a train would be best. 
[Educational Message:  Different terrain requires different modes of travel. We 
need boats to float on water, airplanes to get up and over obstacles, and trains to 
carry big, heavy loads.]

A HOME SWEET HOME ADVENTURE [ERTDR114DH]
Ruff-Ruff, Tweet and Dave each think that the place they live is the best home in the 
world. They travel on the Spin-Again in their Roly-pods on a Home Sweet Home 
Adventure. They discover the sheep are at home in the field because there’s grass for 
them to eat. The bluebird is at home in her nest because it’s a great place for her to lay 
her eggs. When they encounter Mrs. Cow who is lost, they offer to take her home, but 
first have to determine what the best place is for her. They figure out that a grassy field 
where there is lots of grass for her to eat is a great Home Sweet Home for Mrs. Cow. 
Before they head back to their Roly-pods, they take Mr. Rabbit to his home in the woods 
where there are lots of berries for him to eat.



[Educational Message:  All animal species make their homes in conditions that best 
suit them.  The ready availability of food, shelter and water are important elements 
in determining the best environment for each animal.]

Airdate: 4/2/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
ASTROBLAST
A BIRD IN THE HAND [EATBR114DH]
Sputnik and Comet learn about a rare bird species on TV. Sputnik sees the bird, but no 
one believes her. Since the bird can camouflage itself, it disappears every time she tries to 
show it to her friends. She doesn't let the disbelief discourage her and, after much 
persistence, she is able to show everyone the bird by luring it to a bowl of berries. 
Everyone is surprised when they see the bird and when it eats the berries they all get a 
treat - to hear the bird’s beautiful and rarely heard song!
[Educational Message: You should not be discouraged from believing strongly in 
something, even when others don’t believe you. Persistence, cleverness, and 
creativity can enable you to open others' eyes to what they may not have seen 
before.]

SURFIN’ SPACE SAFARI [EATBR114DH]
Following a welcome visit from Halley’s space-surfing friends, Halley’s favorite 
surfboard, “Nutrino”, goes missing. Comet, who is inspired to solve a mystery due to the 
comic he is reading, offers to help. Comet accuses one of Halley’s surfer friends of taking 
her surfboard, and Sputnik warns him against jumping to conclusions. Sure enough, 
Comet and Halley figure out that it was not her friend who took her surfboard, but Sal, 
who took it in order to fix it. 
[Educational Message: When an important item is missing, you should not jump to 
conclusions regarding who took it.]

Airdate: 4/2/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
THE CHICA SHOW 
CAPTAIN CHICA REDCOMB [ETCS101DH]
Billy comes to the shop for a pirate’s hat.  Chica then pretends to be a pirate with one of 
the Coop’s costume hats.  Though she is reminded frequently to put the pirate hat where 
it belongs, Chica misplaces it. When Billy returns to get five more hats, Kelly finds she is 
missing one hat from the order.  After the store closes Chica and Kelly go on their fantasy 
adventure to an island where they meet pirate Captain Stitches.  Kelly reminds them that 
they wouldn’t have to go through so much trouble to find things if they put them where 
they belong, but if they can’t find it they should retrace their steps. Chica finally 
remembers she dropped the hat next to Bunji’s cage.  As they close the store, Kelly packs 
the hat to take to Billy’s birthday party.



[Educational Message:  You should always put things back where they belong so 
they do not get lost.  If not, you will have to retrace your steps to remember where 
you left it.] 

THE AMAZING CHICADINI [ETCSR101DH]
The Chica Shows talent for becoming a magician, but she gets so nervous and frightened 
during rehearsals for her magic show that she cannot perform at all.  When the store 
closes, Chica and Kelly create a magic show right in the store. Chica performs her first 
trick well, but her second trick (turning Bunji into a daffodil) doesn’t work.  They segue 
to Chica’s magic trick to make Stitches disappear and it fails too.  Kelly tells her to just 
have confidence and believe in herself.  Chica tries again and Stitches disappears. Then, 
she makes him reappear.  The audience is very pleased.  
[Educational Message:  It takes practice and belief in yourself to overcome being 
nervous.]  

Airdate: 4/2/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
NOODLE AND DOODLE
LET’S FLY A KITE [ENADR101DH]
Ben, Ryan and Kayla try to play together on a windy day.  They brainstorm projects to 
accommodate the windy weather.  Sean and Noodle make Tuna Toastie Kites by 
recycling the bread bag for the craft project.  Meanwhile, the kids collect sticks and 
leaves and join Sean to make kites using the recycled products, items from nature, and 
contact paper. The kids take their kites to the park along with their Tuna Toasties and 
make the most of the windy day. 
[Educational Message:  When it is windy outside, you can find objects outside and in 
your recycling bin to make kites.]

ART-TASTIC [ENADR101DH]
Avery, Ian and Elena want to color but only have little pieces of crayons left.  They begin 
by brainstorming ways to repurpose and use the old crayons.  Sean and Noodle then melt 
the old crayon pieces into new multi-colored crayons in the kitchen.  They also recycle 
the lids of the non-stick spray to make a leaf wreath, using the new crayons for leaf 
rubbings.  The kids hang up the wreath and take the new crayons to finish their artwork.
[Educational Message: You can reuse your old broken crayons to make new ones in 
order to recycle and prevent waste.]

Airdate: 4/9/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
FLOOGALS
PROJECT FLASHLIGHT [EFGL106DH]
Boomer’s tummy rumbles are keeping the Floogals from falling asleep, so they decide to 
get him a late night snack. On their way to the kitchen, they notice a light on in Girl 
Hooman’s room. They observe that it is coming from under the covers and, when Mom 



Hooman takes the “mysterious metal tube” out from under the covers, they wonder what 
it is and what its purpose is. The Floogals take note of the object’s tube-like shape and its 
shiny, silver color. Flo hypothesizes that the “silver tube,” the book and the light under 
the covers are somehow connected. When they get closer, they collect data on the 
object’s shape and the fact that it has a light bulb and a button. They also observe that its 
light generates shadows and heat. When their scientific investigation is over, Boomer is 
finally able to get a snack from the fridge.  
[Educational Message: Flashlights are lights that can be carried around and pointed 
in any direction. Their light generates heat as well as shadows if an object is between 
the flashlight and the wall.]

PROJECT RECORD PLAYER [EFGL106DH]
Boomer is listening to some music via headphones and an MP3 player. When Boy 
Hooman comes into the room, the Floogals escape through the laundry chute. In the 
laundry room, they observe a curious box that opens and has a number of controls inside. 
They overhear Dad Hooman call this object a “record player,” which leads Flo to 
conclude, based on her measurements, that the grooved, black disks are the “records” that 
go on the turntable inside the box. They discover that the needle plays the sounds stored 
in the grooves on the black disk and the knobs on the bottom of the box. The Floogals 
have fun playing the music on the records.
[Educational Message: A record player is a way to listen to music which works by 
spinning black disks (records) that have music stored in its grooves. When the 
needle touches the grooves, music can be heard.]

Airdate: 4/9/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
NINA’S WORLD
NINA RIDES A BIKE [ENNW111DH]
Nina has new purple streamers for her bicycle and is excited to go riding.  Everyone is 
busy and though she’s not allowed to ride alone, she does so anyway. She wants to see 
her new streamers “fly” so she rides very fast.  She almost collides with Max, the Dog, 
and swerving to avoid Abuelita, she rides over some flowers, crashes into a tree, and 
skins her knee. When Abuelita reminds her she’s not supposed to ride alone, Nina 
declares she’ll never ride her bike again. In order to help Nina get over her accident, 
Abuelita enlists the help of Carlos and Chelsea by setting up a bike school.  Nina aces the 
tests they devise. 
[Educational Message: When you don’t know how to do something, you should 
learn how instead of doing it alone; you could really hurt yourself. ]

NINA TAKES THE CAKE [ENNW111DH]
Nina and Abuelita discover Mami has hurt herself.  She is very concerned about her 
important deliveries; Eddie’s birthday cake and Mrs. Goldstein’s cake for her daughter’s 
baby shower. They arrange the cakes in delivery order with Eddie’s on top. When 
Abuelita goes inside to get her hat, Nina, although she’s been told not to, takes out the 
cakes to show Carlos, putting them back in the wrong order.  Star admonishes Nina about 



not telling Abuelita about letting Carlos see the cakes. Nina says she hasn’t really lied, 
she just hasn’t told Abuelita everything. The switch isn’t discovered until Mrs. Goldstein 
looks at her cake, after Eddie’s has been delivered.  When Abuelita takes the blame for 
mixing up the cakes, Nina decides to confess her transgression. Abuelita forgives her and 
they scurry off to correct the mistake. That evening Mami tells Nina that not speaking up 
when you’ve done something wrong is the same as telling a lie. Nina promises that she’ll 
never let it happen again.
[Educational Message:  Not speaking up when you’ve done something wrong is the 
same as telling a lie.]

Airdate: 4/9/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
RUFF-RUFF, TWEET AND DAVE
A TRAIN ADVENTURE [ERTDR115DH]
The friends head off on an adventure where they learn a lot about train travel.  By 
correctly answering a question, Ruff-Ruff is chosen to be the Engineer to drive the train. 
Tweet gets to be the Ticket Inspector and assures that everyone has the needed ticket to 
ride. Hatty serves as the Conductor, who says, “All aboard!” and closes the doors once 
everyone is safely aboard. He also announces which station will be coming up next.
When they stop for Mr. Duck, they make sure he has a ticket and put his package in the 
special car for packages at the back of the train. A train makes many stops to pick up 
passengers and let them off when they get where they’re going. 
[Educational Message: It takes a number of people with different jobs to operate a 
train so people can get where they are going safely. Riding the train is lots of fun.]

A SAILING ADVENTURE [ERTDR115DH]
When Dave’s boat floats down the stream away from them, the friends decide to build 
more boats and have a competition. Through observing phenomena around them they 
discover that sticks float, while bones and rocks do not; and sails need to be made of 
something lightweight and wide enough to catch the wind. Tweet’s boat, made of sticks 
and a piece of her hanky, turns out to be the best.
[Educational Message:  You need a material that floats to build the perfect boat.  
For a sailboat, you’ll need fabric for a sail to catch the wind. Wind makes a sailboat 
go; the stronger the wind, the faster the boat will move.]

Airdate: 4/9/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
ASTROBLAST
HOW DO YOU GET TO THE CARNEGIE NEBULA? [EATBR115DH]
When Comet and his friends are all playing their instruments, Comet plays his clarinet 
badly. His friends emphasize the importance of practicing his instrument in order to 
improve. When the friends begin rehearsing for a concert, it is clear Comet has not been 
practicing. He is distracted by a new basketball game. He’s quite good at the game 
because he’s been focusing on it and practicing a lot. When it’s time for the concert, 



Comet is not able to participate because he did not practice his clarinet. All is not lost, 
however, as his friends like the sound of the basketball game. Comet “plays” the 
basketball game in the concert.
[Educational Message: When you aren’t good at something, you should practice to 
improve your skill.]

SOMETHING BORROWED, SOMEONE BLUE [EATBR115DH]
Comet gets a new space pod and is obsessed with taking good care of it. He tells all of his 
friends that they are welcome to borrow it, as long as they follow his many rules for 
keeping it clean and functioning properly. Despite the fact that his friends try their best to 
follow his rules, he is disappointed that they don’t maintain the space pod exactly as he 
would. His friends tell him that all of the rules dissuade them from wanting to borrow the 
space pod.  Then, Comet realizes that just because his friends don’t do everything just the 
way he does, they still respect and try their best to take care of his new space pod. 
[Educational Message: When your friends borrow an item of yours, it is okay that 
they do not take care of it exactly the way you do, as long as they respect it.]

Airdate: 4/9/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
THE CHICA SHOW
CHICA ROCKS [ETCSR102DH]
A customer comes into the store because she is practicing for a rock ‘n roll talent show 
and wants the blonde and hot pink wig that Chica is wearing.  Chica wants to play an 
instrument too, but she is frustrated because it takes practice just to learn the beat.  
During the fantasy segment, Chica and Kelly are on a concert stage with Stitches. Bunji, 
the band manager, offers to help them if they practice. Together they work on their piano, 
guitar, and percussion skills until their performance is really great. Upon their return, 
Chica immediately gets to practice and seems to have mastered the beat.
[Educational Message:  In order to get better at something or to develop your talent, 
you must take the time to practice.]

CHICA TWINKLE TOES [ETCSR102DH]
Sandra comes into the store for a tutu to wear for her ballet recital. A beautiful tutu 
emerges from the dress-up rack when Chica pushes it out where Sandra can see it.  After 
Sandra demonstrates a pirouette, Chica wants to be a ballerina. She tries to skip the 
preparation and go straight to a pirouette but discovers you have to practice to be 
proficient.  When Kelly and Chica go on their fantasy adventure, Bunji becomes the 
dance instructor and Chica practices the pirouette but it turns out to be the “wing and 
spin,” a new ballet movement.  Back at the Coop, Kelly and Chica continue to practice 
their moves.  
[Educational Message:  When you want to learn something new, start with the 
basics and keep practicing in order to improve.]

Airdate: 4/9/2016
Time:



Duration: 30:00
NOODLE AND DOODLE
DECK THE SCARECROW [ENADR102DH]
Mitay and Amir are growing vegetables but the birds keep eating them.  They brainstorm 
together to make a scarecrow from materials they have.  Sam and Noodle use some 
vegetables from the garden to make vegetable garden muffins.  They recycle the yogurt 
container to make a hat for their scarecrow.  When they come to the bus for the project 
they bring used plant containers, the yogurt container, aluminum foil, and plastic bags to 
make scary scarecrows.   The kids take the scarecrows home and enjoy a healthy snack.
[Educational Message:  When you have a problem, like birds eating veggies, you can 
use recycled materials to make a scarecrow.]

WE LOVE MERMAIDS [ENADR102DH]
Isabella, Lola and Malyn finish story time where they listened to a mermaid tale.  They 
want to play in their own mermaid adventure, and brainstorm with Sean to make a 
mermaid tail costume.  Sean and Noodle make fish cookies while the girls find bubble 
wrap and items from the home to make their mermaid tails.  In Doggity’s segment, the 
crew makes mini blueberry cheesecake bites.  The kids use the recycled materials to 
make the mermaid tails.  They take the tails to act out their adventure and enjoy the 
special treat.
[Educational Message: You can creatively design projects, like mermaid tails, to act 
out your story time, using materials found in your home.]

Airdate: 4/16/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
FLOOGALS
PROJECT GARDEN HOSE [EFGL107DH]
Fleeker, Boomer and Flo are in the garden. They see a super-long tube that winds all 
around the garden and seems to go on forever. They rule out the possibility of this object 
being a plant, a sleeping snake, or a giant dog leash. Flo observes that it is not alive and 
that it is hollow. They overhear Dad Hooman call this object a “garden hose.” Flo and 
Fleeker encounter the water faucet and observe that the hose carries water throughout the 
garden. Boomer concludes that the purpose of water in the garden is to water the plants 
and to wash dirty items. 
[Educational Message: A garden hose is a long, hollow, flexible tube kept in the 
garden that carries water. One end is attached to a water source and the water 
comes out of the other end. It is used to water plants, to fill up small pools, and other 
helpful things around the garden.]

PROJECT BOXES [EFGL107DH]
The Floogals are hiding from Scruffy the dog by the front door when Mom Hooman gets 
a few packages from the deliveryman. The Floogals wonder what these curious brown 
cubes are and decide to make it their project for the day. Upon closer examination, Flo 
observes that the boxes are all made of a hard paper material. While they are trying to 
find out more, they accidentally get stuck to the tape at the top of the box. While stuck, 



they observe the objects that came in the box and Flo concludes that when hoomans buy 
things, they come in boxes. Boy and Girl Hooman use one of the leftover boxes as a 
make-believe space station. 
[Educational Message: Boxes are made of hard, thick paper called cardboard and 
can be held together with tape. Boxes are used for deliveries and are different 
shapes depending on what is inside of them. ]

Airdate: 4/16/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
NINA’S WORLD
NINA WANTS TO GROW [ENNW104DH]
Nina despairs of ever growing taller. When she goes out to play, she sees Carlos who tells 
her how much better he’s gotten at basketball since he’s been practicing.  Nina thinks that 
she could “practice” being tall and tries hanging by her arms from a tree. This, of course, 
doesn’t work. She thinks veggies will help her grow, and eats lots and lots of broccoli at 
lunch. This strategy doesn’t work either, as she’s the same height after lunch as she was 
before. Now Nina’s really discouraged.  When she goes back outside, Carlos, Chelsea, 
and Tio Javier are trying to retrieve a basketball stuck a narrow opening underneath a 
structure.  Even though none of them can reach it, Nina is small enough to squeeze in and 
get the ball.  She discovers that there are advantages to being just her size. Then Tio 
Javier lifts her in the air so she can dunk the basketball.
[Educational Message:  It’s good to have a positive view of your size.  Each size 
comes with its advantages and even being small can turn out to be just right for a 
task that a taller person could not complete.]

NINA TAKES THE STAGE [ENNW104DH]
Nina, Chelsea and Carlos notice interesting things at the Everything Store.  Mrs. Lin tells 
them about traditional clothing and puppets from China. With the Monkey King puppet, 
she acts out an old Chinese folk tale. Nina wants to put on a show of her own for the 
whole neighborhood and she decides to be the Director. She enlists Carlos as the old 
monk and Chelsea as the puppet master performing the part of the Monkey King. Just 
before the curtain goes up, Chelsea wants to quit because of problems manipulating the 
puppet and Carlos gets stage fright. Nina learns that in order to meet certain directorial 
challenges, she has to be flexible as well as willing to modify some of her ideas and 
improvise. She decides to have Carlos and Chelsea switch roles, which makes them both 
a lot more comfortable. The performance goes off without a further hitch. 
[Educational Message:  When serving as the leader, it’s very important to know 
when and how to be flexible and adapt to make changes so that everyone is 
comfortable and able to do his or her best.]

Airdate: 4/16/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
RUFF-RUFF, TWEET AND DAVE 
A REMEMBERING ADVENTURE [ERTDR116DH]



We all forget things sometimes. In this interactive episode, viewers are tasked with 
remembering certain things about getting into and out of a maze. Ruff-Ruff, Tweet and 
Dave learn that sometimes singing a song can help you remember, as does drawing or 
writing something down. The friends also learn that movements can help you remember 
something important.  In this way, they find their way to the middle of the maze and out 
again.
[Educational Message:  We all forget things sometimes. You can remember things 
more easily by singing a song, drawing a picture, writing something down, or doing 
a fun dance.]

A SPOT THE DIFFERENCE ADVENTURE [ERTDR116DH]
When Dave cannot think of anything special that distinguishes him from Ruff-Ruff and 
Tweet, the friends go on an adventure to see if that will help him find something that 
makes him different. They practice playing spot the difference first by focusing on color, 
then shape and size. They also look closely and check the item to see what might be 
missing. Dave decides that rather than worry about what makes them different, he’d 
rather think about what makes them the same: the fact that they’re all best friends.
[Educational Message: If you look carefully and think hard about color, shape, and 
size it can be easy to see how things differ.]

Airdate: 4/16/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
ASTROBLAST 
WHO LET THE STUFFIE OUT? [EATBR116DH]
Upon returning from a trip, Halley tries to help Comet with his suitcase. They both refuse 
to let go of it and its contents are spilled all over the floor, revealing a cute and cuddly 
stuffed animal. Comet is embarrassed because he believes everyone will think stuffed 
animals are only for babies. Comet tries to convince his friends and himself, that his 
stuffed animal is tough and mature. Finally, Comet puts his stuffed animal in a box 
outside his bedroom and it accidentally gets recycled. It is then that he realizes how much 
he loves his stuffed animal and goes to find it. When he returns, it becomes clear that no 
one thought that stuffed animals were for babies.
[Educational Message: It is okay to be attached to an item you got when you were 
younger; having such items doesn’t mean you are immature or a “baby.” Also, good 
friends won’t make fun of you for having “special little things.”]

GAMGAM KNOWS BEST [EATBR116DH]
Sal’s grandmother, GamGam, is coming to visit the space station and everyone is excited 
because Sal always talks about her. When she finally arrives, everyone is surprised by 
how old she is. While taking her on a tour of the space station, they continually 
underestimate her abilities. When she accidently knocks over big, heavy boxes in the 
storeroom, Comet and Jet strongly suggest that she relax on a plush chair instead of 
helping them clean up the boxes. After watching as the Astroblast team fails to lift the 
boxes, she performs a series of clever maneuvers to put the boxes away. It becomes clear 
that, just because GamGam is old, doesn’t mean she can’t get the job done!



[Educational Message: Just because someone is old doesn’t mean that they can’t 
make a meaningful contribution to the completion of a task.]

Airdate: 4/16/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
THE CHICA SHOW
COWGIRLS AND COWCHICKEN [ETSCR103DH]
Chica is having a cowgirl day.  She finds a herd of dogs and wants to bring one into the 
store, but her mother tells her, “No, it’s a rule.” When Chica lassos one person too many, 
she finds out that it’s also a rule to not use a lasso inside.  She becomes frustrated because 
of all the rules. On their fantasy adventure, they go to a ranch where Chica is the boss and 
suspends all the rules.  Soon there are lots of problems; Stitch and Bunji fall off a fence 
they’ve climbed, and the noise Chica and friends make sends horses bolting from the 
barn.  When they return to the Coop, Chica resolves to follow the rules.
[Educational Message:  Rules are made for a reason and are there to ensure that 
everyone can be safe, courteous and orderly.]

ICKY, STICKY, CHICKY [ETSCR103DH]
There’s an emergency at the Coop; Kelly can’t find a costume for a customer who wants 
to be a caveman.  Kelly and Chica disappear into a “cave” deep beneath the clothing rack.  
Mom and Dad then decide they need to figure out a way to better manage inventory. 
Chica makes signs that illustrate the types of costumes. However, she doesn’t want to 
wash to get off the glue and other decorations that got stuck in her feathers.  During the 
fantasy adventure, Kelly and Chica are outside in a prehistoric forest and get really dirty 
with mud.  After bathing in a pond, the group plays again when they are clean and realize 
it feels pretty good to not be messy and dirty.
[Educational Message:  When you get icky, sticky and dirty from playing or doing a 
project, be sure to clean up the mess you made, including the mess that gets left on 
yourself.] 

Airdate: 4/16/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
NOODLE AND DOODLE
DOWN ON THE FARM [ENADR103DH]
Julia and Joseph visit their aunt and uncle and learn how to milk cows.  They brainstorm 
with Sean to make blueberry sprinkle smoothies and magic milk paintings using the milk.  
Sean and Noodle make the smoothies.  In Doggity’s segment, the crew makes healthy 
traveling snack boxes to have for a lunch on-the-go.  The kids come and use the leftover 
milk to make magic-milk using food coloring and soap, and then capture the reaction on 
paper.  The kids share the smoothies with their family and show their aunt and uncle how 
to make the magic-milk pictures.
[Educational Message:  You can make a healthy smoothie and magic-milk pictures 
using milk].



SWEET MEMORIES [ENADR103DH]
Samantha and Jessica want to help make their grandparents’ wedding anniversary special.  
They brainstorm ways to make a sweet memories cake using tropical fruit to remind them 
of their honeymoon in Hawaii and cake-toppers using old pictures.  They recycle the oil 
bottle lid for the cake-topper.  In Doggity’s segment, the crew makes hearty stuffed pasta 
for hard-working construction workers.  The kids bring their photos to make the cake 
toppers.  They take the cake home to surprise their grandparents and celebrate their 
anniversary with them.
[Educational Message: You can bake a cake to celebrate a special moment for 
someone you love and create a topper to personalize it making it extra special.]

Airdate: 4/23/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
FLOOGALS
PROJECT CLOCK [EFGL108DH]
The Floogals observe that when Mom Hooman looks at a large circle on the wall, it 
causes the Hoomans to speed up. Flo questions why this happens and they decide to 
explore the purpose of the ticking clock hands. They get closer and examine the 
characteristics of the clock. In the process of this, Boomer accidentally moves the hour 
hand from 8 to 7. Flo realizes that this is a problem after concluding that clocks tell the 
Hoomans what time it is and that the broken clock could cause the Hoomans to be late to 
the school carnival. They fix the clock and the Hoomans leave for the carnival on time. 
[Educational Message: Clocks show the hours in a day and indicate what time it is 
so you can do all the important things you need to do. You shouldn’t tamper with 
the hands on the clock, as this could cause confusion.]

PROJECT ROLLER SKATES [EFGL108DH]
Flo has lost her goggles and the Floogals are trying to find them. They come across an 
object with a funny shape and four wheels on its side. They decide to make it their project 
for the day. They collect data on its physical characteristics: one part of the object is hard 
and one part is soft, it has strings, and it has four wheels that make the same sound when 
they spin. Fleeker hypothesizes that it is a small car and Boomer observes that the top 
part looks and smells like a shoe. After hearing Mom and Boy Hooman refer to the 
objects as “roller skates”, they conclude that they are boots with wheels that are faster 
than walking. 
[Educational Message: Roller skates are boots with wheels on the bottom of them; 
wheels enable you to get places much faster. You can steer your roller skates by 
leaning.]

Airdate: 4/23/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
NINA’S WORLD
NINA’S SHOW AND TELL [ENNW105DH]



Nina wants to take Abuelita's camera to school for Show and Tell. When Nina and 
Abuelita go walking, Nina spots a flower growing out of a crack in the sidewalk.  That 
particular flower, Abuelita explains, is a morning glory that only blooms briefly and lives 
for only one day. While Nina waits for the morning glory to bloom, she waters it, builds a 
fence to protect it and decorates the fence.  She leaves Carlos to protect it. When she 
returns she discovers that it has already blossomed.  Although disappointed, she takes 
pictures of the flower anyway and is delighted to learn that there are many more morning 
glories growing around her neighborhood.  Nina makes a book with all her morning glory 
pictures and Mami tells her that she’s a blossoming photographer.
[Educational Message:  Taking a photo is a great way to preserve a fleeting moment 
or a special memory. Flowers need sun, water and time to grow, even though some 
flowers may last for only a few hours.]

NINA’S SNOW DAY [ENNW105DH]
Nina and Abuelita discover that Chelsea is homesick for the place she used to live; she 
misses her friends and the games they played in the snow: sled riding, ice skating and 
making snowmen. Texas is hot and even in the winter, it doesn’t get cold enough to 
snow. In order to cheer her up, Nina proposes they have a pretend Snow Day. Chelsea is 
skeptical, but when Abuelita and Nina enlist her help to make a wish list for their Snow 
Day she agrees.  They make snowflakes out of paper, use their roller skates for ice 
skating, and blow bubbles to create a sense of falling snow.  Papi helps them bring it all 
to life and the entire neighborhood joins in the fun.  Chelsea is happy and says how much 
she enjoys her new best friends.
[Educational Message:  It’s good to use your imagination to find ways to cheer up a 
gloomy friend. Though it may not snow where you live, you can find things around 
your house to change the environment enough to create a sense of snow and fun 
snow activities.]

Airdate: 4/23/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
RUFF-RUFF, TWEET AND DAVE
A SQUEAKY BALL ADVENTURE [ERTD117DH]
Ruff-Ruff wants Tweet and Dave to find the perfect game for playing with Ruff-Ruff’s 
very squeaky ball.  Hatty agrees they should get into their Roly-pods and fly away in the 
Spin-Again to find the perfect game. On this adventure, they learn which balls are good 
for bowling and for playing soccer. They also learn the proper way to use different balls. 
Dave then proposes a game where you can do all the things you can do with a ball and 
Ruff-Ruff’s favorite squeaky ball in particular. They roll it, bounce it, kick it and catch it. 
And since it is squeaky they also make noise with it!
[Educational Message:  In order to play a particular game you need to have the 
right equipment and learn how to use it in the proper way. In most games it’s 
important to keep your eye on the ball.]

A MINI GOLF ADVENTURE [ERTD117DH]



Ruff-Ruff has a golf ball and the friends don’t know what it is or how to use it. On their 
adventure, they discover that mini-golf is played in a place that has castles, slopes, sand 
pits, and other decorations and obstacles. Also, just like regular golf, you use a stick 
called a club to hit the ball. The rules include taking turns and making sure no one is in 
the way as you try to get your ball in the little hole. They also learned that it takes lots of 
practice to get really good at any game you play.
[Educational Message:  When you want to learn a new game you must learn the 
rules and the more you practice the better you get.]

Airdate: 4/23/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
ASTROBLAST
LIGHTS OUT [EATBR117DH]
Comet, Halley, Jet, Radar, Sputnik, and Sal are all playing a game. Everyone except 
Comet and Halley get tired and decide to go to sleep. Comet and Halley stay up and play 
the game for as long as they can. When Comet and Halley wake up the next morning, 
everyone is already up and preparing the smoothie shop for business. Halley and Comet 
are unable to focus and be productive and they cause some damage to the shop. They fall 
asleep while getting their photos taken, and basically sleep through a magic show. When 
they finally are able to get some sleep, they vow to go to sleep earlier to avoid missing 
any other days.
[Educational Message: It is critical to get enough sleep; if you don’t get enough rest, 
you will be unable to function at full capacity.]

SHOES BLUES [EATBR117DH]
Jet loves the shoes he has had since he was younger. His shoes begin to malfunction and 
his friends notice that they are too small for him. They try to convince him that he needs 
new shoes, but Jet refuses. His friends realize that Jet loves his shoes so much because 
they remind him of when they opened the Frosty Star Café. They all resolve to make a 
new memory and all get shoes commemorating the third anniversary of the Frosty Star. 
Jet loves his new shoes and realizes the importance of getting shoes that fit.
[Educational Message: You should get new items of clothing when you need them, 
despite your attachment to your old clothing.]

Airdate: 4/23/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
THE CHICA SHOW
CHICA TO THE RESCUE [ETCSR104DH]
After a customer comes to the shop for a firefighter costume, Kelly reminds everyone 
how lucky they are to have firefighters, police, and other safety officers around to keep 
them safe.  Mom points out that there are many ways to be personally safe, such as 
“looking where you are going, so you don’t bump into other people or objects that might 
hurt you.”  This leads Chica and Kelly to an adventure on a fire truck.  They report to an 
accident and find out that Bunji wasn’t looking where he was going, fell off his tricycle, 



then got catapulted into a bush where no one could find him.  When Chica finds him, 
Bunji says he will always watch where he is going.  
[Educational Message:  The first rule of being safe is always to watch where you are 
going so you don’t bump into anything or anyone.]

CHICA AND THE VIKINGS [ETCSR104DH]
After a customer comes into the store for a Viking costume, Chica wants a Viking 
costume of her own.  Encouraged by her mother, Chica immediately starts gathering 
materials for her own costume.  She sees two large curved carrots that she could use as 
decorative horns for her helmet and with glue from Kelly, completes her project.  
However, in the process of rushing around, Chica isn’t considerate of others; she bumps 
her father in the head and pushes him out of the way while digging for supplies.  Her Dad 
reminds her to be courteous. He also reminds her to feed Bunji before leaving at the end 
of the day. Chica realizes she has a problem because the carrots she used were meant for 
Bunji’s dinner.  While on a fantasy adventure with Kelly, she meets two rude and 
obnoxious Vikings and convinces them to have better manners. 
[Educational Message:  Having good manners shows others how much you care 
about their comfort and sense of well-being.]  

Airdate: 4/23/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
NOODLE AND DOODLE
BIG SISTER’S BIRTHDAY [ENADR104DH]
Wyatt, Avery, and Owen want to make something special for their sister’s birthday.  She 
loves flowers, so they brainstorm to design a bouquet using mismatched socks.  Sean 
shows them how to make the bouquet from the socks and they recycle a peace jar as a 
vase.  Sean and Noodle make ice cream flowers using lots of fruit for a healthier treat. 
When both projects are complete, the kids take the bouquet and ice cream home to make 
their older sister’s birthday very special.  In Doggity’s segment, the crew makes peanut 
butter energy cookies to fuel some energetic cheerleaders.  
[Educational Message:  You can create a nice birthday surprise by making a gift 
from recycled materials found in your home, and include ice cream treats made 
from fruit.]

SKATE-O-RAMA-AIRLINE PILOTS [ENADR104DH]
Matt and Molly are having a party and want to make invitations. They brainstorm with 
Sean to use items from their home to make ice skate invitations.  Sean and Noodle make 
hot chocolate to drink and warm up. They recycle the vanilla lid to use in the invitations.  
In Doggity’s segment, they make ground-crew granola as an energizing treat for pilots.  
The kids bring ribbons for the laces, then cut out and fashion ice-skates to use for the 
invitation.  The kids use the invitations and then take the hot chocolate to drink and warm 
up after skating.
[Educational Message:  You can fashion creative invitations for a special event using 
elements you find at home.]



Airdate: 4/30/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
FLOOGALS
PROJECT SEEDS [EFGL109DH]
Fleeker, Boomer and Flo are observing the Hoomans in the garden. They overhear Mom 
Hooman say that the beautiful flowers in the garden come from a seed packet. When they 
get closer, they notice that there are tiny seeds the packet.  The Floogals hypothesize 
different ways that this tiny seed could become a big, beautiful flower. They wonder if it 
is a bit of a flower, which they rule out. They see more of these seed packets stuck in the 
dirt and Flo correctly hypothesizes that these seeds need to be in the dirt to become 
flowers. They plant the seeds, water them and observe that they need sunlight to grow. 
They also observe that it takes time for seeds to grow into flowers and that seeds come 
from the flowers. 
[Educational Message: Flowers come from tiny seeds of varying shapes. Once a 
flower grows, it produces its own seeds that are then planted in the soil so more 
flowers grow.]

PROJECT RUBBER BAND [EFGL109DH]
When Mom Hooman comes into Boy Hooman’s room to get something called a “rubber 
band,” the Floogals get a closer look to find out more. Flo hypothesizes that they are 
earrings and bracelets, which they rule out quickly. When the rubber band flings all 
around Boomer, they observe that it got really stretched out. Fleeker takes the rubber 
band ball apart to see if they were hiding something; the Floogals conclude that the ball 
must be a storage method for the rubber bands. They all head to the kitchen and observe 
that Mom Hooman put her rubber band around some pencils and Girl Hooman put one in 
her doll’s hair.  Finally, when the Floogals are stuck together by a rubber band, Flo 
concludes rubber bands stretch over things to keep them together.
[Educational Message: Rubber bands stretch around things to hold them together 
and can be used in creative ways to make things like slingshots and musical 
instruments.]

Airdate: 4/30/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
NINA’S WORLD 
NINA FLIES A KITE [ENNW106DH]
Nina and Carlos are making a kite for the Kite Festival.  It's a butterfly kite, even though 
Carlos wanted to make a dragon kite. Before heading out to find Carlos, Nina does the 
Butterfly Stretch with Abuelita.  Nina notices Carlos flying the kite without her and gets 
upset.  As they fight over the kite string, the kite comes crashing to the ground, and 
they're sure it can’t be fixed. Abuelita encourages them not to give up.  They go to the 
Everything Store to ask Skye to help them make another. In gathering the needed 
supplies, Nina finds stickers that look like dragon scales. Carlos finds “antennas” for the 
butterfly kite. The kids decide to combine their ideas and make a dragonfly kite instead. 



They work cooperatively and have a great day sharing the flight duties as The Extreme 
Dragonfly Team. 
[Educational Message: Teamwork and compromise are important when you want to 
make something amazing with a friend.]

NINA’S FIRST SLEEPOVER [ENNW106DH]
Nina is preparing her room for her first sleepover guest.  Chelsea is due anytime and 
she’s so excited.  Nina has lots of fun plans, but Chelsea wants to do other things.  Nina 
has to compromise on many things, attempting to embody the “mi casa es su casa” (my 
home is your home) principle Abuelita taught her. Chelsea doesn’t like her lunch, tosses 
her pillows around, jumps up and down on Nina’s bed, and rearranges Nina’s room. The 
girls argue and Chelsea goes home. Nina feels bad about their argument and goes to find 
Chelsea to ask her to return. They talk about how different it is to be in someone else’s 
home and to entertain a guest. The girls figure out how to adapt to the new experience 
and wind up having a great day.
[Educational Message:  You and your friends can find creative ways to have fun 
together despite your differences.]

Airdate: 4/30/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
RUFF-RUFF, TWEET AND DAVE
A MAKING MUSIC ADVENTURE [ERTD118DH]
Hatty shows Ruff-Ruff, Tweet and Dave how he makes music on his tin whistle, and they 
wish they could make music too. Hatty gathers them all into their Roly-pods to go on an 
adventure. They all want to make different musical sounds and learn that string 
instruments can be touched, strummed with your fingers or played with a stick called a 
bow. Percussion instruments, like drums, are played with sticks. Other instruments, such 
as horns, have an opening on each end.  You blow into one end to make a sound and 
covering the holes on the side of the horn can change the sound it makes. 
[Educational Message: Some instruments have strings you can strum or play with a 
bow, like a guitar and some, like drums, you hit with sticks. There are others, like 
trumpets and whistles, that you blow and change the sound by covering the holes 
found on the side of the instrument.]

A DRAWING ADVENTURE [ERTD118DH]
Hatty shows Ruff-Ruff, Tweet and Dave a drawing he did of his Bubble Copter. The 
friends, although they all now want to draw, are a little hesitant because they’re not sure 
they know how.  Hatty assures them that everyone draws in their own special way. The 
important thing is to just have fun. They go on an adventure to Hatty’s garden where 
there are many different colors and shapes for drawing. While drawing first a flower, then 
a butterfly and then each other, they learn it’s important to look carefully and notice 
special things, like the shapes and colors of things, in order to draw them. 
[Educational Message: Everyone draws in his or her own special way. Looking 
carefully at your subject’s shape and color will help you execute a really great 
drawing.]



Airdate: 4/30/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
ASTROBLAST
SHAPE UP [EATBR118DH]
Snerd, a super-fit exercise enthusiast, visits the space station and asks the gang to be in 
his exercise video. They are excited and agree. Snerd gives them a series of physical 
tasks to prepare their bodies for the video. Radar lazily uses gadgets to make the 
exercises easier. His friends try to convince him that he is not going to receive the 
wonderful benefits of exercising if he takes shortcuts. Radar doesn’t listen. When it 
comes time to record the video, Snerd tells him he can’t use gadgets. Radar gets very 
tired and realizes he would not be as exhausted if he had trained correctly. He uses the 
exercise video to get in shape. 
[Educational Message: You should not try to take shortcuts in order to make things 
easier; when you do, you are doing yourself a disservice and not receiving the full 
benefits of the activity.]

PUZZLE HUNT [EATBR118DH]
When the Astroblast crew has to cancel their picnic due to rainy weather, Sal gives them 
a mystery box. When they open the box, they discover a timer and a clue. They face a 
series of puzzles they must solve in order to get to the next puzzle. Their final task is to 
catch a wild space pineapple. When they succeed, they find themselves in an empty 
room. When the timer runs out, they return to the Frosty Star where Sal has set up a 
picnic. 
[Educational Message: Solving a mystery can be a fun way to spend a rainy 
afternoon.]

Airdate: 4/30/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
THE CHICA SHOW
COMMANDER CHICA LIFTS OFF [ETCSR105DH]
Chica wants to go to outer space, but she’s worried about making the journey because 
she’ll get homesick and lonely. Kelly suggests she take something special on her journey, 
but Chica fills her homemade spaceship full of so much stuff, she can’t get in the 
spaceship. She narrows her choices and Kelly and Chica depart with Stitches as the pilot.  
They meet Lunar (Bunji), commander of the Moon and play ball. Lunar shows Chica 
how she can still see “home” from the moon and that is why travel is important. You can 
learn to see things differently. They play a few games together and head home for more 
fun. 
[Educational Message:  If traveling far from home, enjoy the adventure of being in 
new places and you can take something familiar with you if it helps to keep you 
happy when you are away.]  

CHICA THE ARTIST [ETCSR105DH]



A father and son come into the store and want an artist’s costume. When the father shows 
his son’s beautiful painting, Chica is prompted to share her picture of a cow. Kelly 
doesn’t realize it’s a cow, nor does she lavish as much attention on Chica’s picture, which 
makes Chica feel less confident about her work. On their fantasy adventure, Chica, Kelly, 
Stitches, and Bunji go to a museum where Stitches and Bunji pose for Chica next to a 
bowl of fruit and vegetables for a painting. Kelly (as Lavender Lilac) is a patron who 
delights in Chica’s work and purchases her artwork. When they return to the store, Chica 
is confident enough to give Kelly a drawing of Bunji. Kelly notices something special; 
Chica’s unique signature of polka dots.  
[Educational Message: Being a good artist is about enjoying the process of 
expressing your vision and feelings through painting and drawing. Develop your 
own style because your vision is what’s most important.]

Airdate: 4/30/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
NOODLE AND DOODLE
MAGIC TIME [ENADR105DH]
Hakeem, Ethan, and Symbiata want to put on a magic show with their pet bunny 
(Flopsy)but she’s not interested.  They brainstorm with Sean to make a pretend rabbit and 
hat for the trick.  Sean and Noodle make pretzel wands with disappearing dip.  Doggity 
makes a big-top pasta salad for a healthy boost for circus performers.  The kids use 
rubber gloves and recycled salt containers to make the hat and rabbit for a magic trick. 
They put on a magical show and enjoy the special treat together.
[Educational Message:  You can make your own magic show from items around 
your home.]

OUR NEW BOOTS [ENADR105DH]
Sydney and Edison got new snow boots and want to do a craft with the empty boxes.  
They brainstorm with Sean to make a snow-scene diorama.  They collect sticks and pine 
cones along with cotton balls to make snow.  Sean and Noodle make potato snow boots 
for a snack.  Doggity makes waffle-i-cious countdown cookies for some astronauts.  The 
kids bring their items and work with Sean to create dioramas.  The girls take their 
dioramas and snack home to enjoy with their family.
[Educational Message: You can recycle big boxes by making dioramas.]

Airdate: 5/7/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
FLOOGALS
PROJECT MIRROR [EFGL110DH]
The Floogals are having an adventure in the bathroom when they notice other Floogals in 
the bathroom. When Fleeker tries to talk to them, he is offended that one of them is 
copying everything he does. The Floogals hypothesize that these are clones of Floogals, 
as real Floogals would not be that rude. They are interrupted when Mom Hooman comes 
in and starts her bath. She drops her compact mirror through which Flo can see Girl 



Hooman’s room, even though they are in the bathroom. She observes that it is hard like 
glass and she questions how she can see Mom Hooman. The Floogals conclude that it 
isn’t clones they are seeing, it is their reflection on the painted glass surface. 
[Educational Message: A mirror is a piece of glass that is flat and shiny and shows 
you what is in front of it. The reflective surface is a result of the silver paint on the 
back of the glass and the mirror fogs up in the bathroom due to the steam from a 
hot bath or shower.]

PROJECT BANANA [EFGL110DH]
The Floogals overhear Mom Hooman say that bananas are a great source of energy and 
they wonder if they could use the bananas to power one of their machines. They decide to 
find out how this energy source works. The Floogals hypothesize that the bananas are 
batteries or rocket packs but, while trying to transport the bananas upstairs, Boomer 
overhears Girl Hooman say that the bananas are a fruit. Boomer tastes the banana and 
observes that it is soft, sweet and delicious. He also found that the banana peel is quite 
slippery. He is excited to share his findings with the other Floogals. They all enjoy eating 
the delicious banana.
[Educational Message: Bananas are a soft, sweet fruit; the peels are yellow and 
slippery. You can get long-lasting energy by eating what is inside the banana skin.]

Airdate: 5/7/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
NINA’S WORLD 
NINA UNPLUGGED [ENNW107DH]
Nina’s community is experiencing a blackout: no TV, no computers, and no radio. As 
there’s no power in the bakery either, there’s no baking.  Nina, Chelsea and Carlos don't 
know how they can play with no lights or electronic games.  Encouraged by Abuelita, the 
kids play imaginative games in the dark.  Discovering what fun it can be, they decide to 
have a blackout party. With Papi's help, they organize a party in the courtyard with all the 
neighbors, who play musical instruments and have fun by candlelight. They notice that in 
the absence of city lights, the stars in the sky are more clearly visible. Abuelita comments 
on how they turned a crazy day into something special.  The power comes back on just as 
Mami and Papi are tucking Nina in for the night.
[Educational Message: You can turn a difficult situation, like a blackout, into a 
special, festive occasion by bringing the neighborhood together.  In the case of a 
blackout, some candles, flashlights, music, and special attention to the sky can turn 
into a happy blackout party.]

NINA THE GREAT [ENNW107DH]
Nina is doing magic for Star just as Chelsea comes in to show her a magic trick. Chelsea 
the Unbelievable thinks she’s the best magician and Nina the Great thinks she’s the best.  
They decide to perform their tricks for Abuelita and let her decide.  Abuelita brings out 
the costumes that Nina’s Mami used in her magic shows when she was a girl.  Carlos el 
Magnifico opts to join the competition.  When Nina’s trick goes awry, Chelsea offers to 
help.  That surprises Nina because she thought competitors wouldn’t be willing to help 



each other. Nina is able to complete her trick with the help of Chelsea and Carlos. 
Abuelita declares the last trick the winner. What started out as Nina’s trick ended as 
collaboration.  Abuelita says the fact that they worked together made it the best trick 
ever.
[Educational Message:  Working together with your friends to reach a common goal 
is more important than being the best.]

Airdate: 5/7/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
RUFF-RUFF, TWEET AND DAVE
AN APPLETREE ADVENTURE [ERTD119DH]
Hatty tells Ruff-Ruff, Tweet and Dave that apples are delicious and lets Dave know, 
although it’s a good thing that he eats lots of bananas, it’s good to eat different kinds of 
fruit, as well. On their adventure, the friends learn that apples grow on trees and have 
seeds in the middle, called pips. Pips are scattered by birds that fly off with them. New 
apple trees grow from these pips when they get lots of sunshine, rain and the food they 
get from the ground. It takes a long time for this process to reach fruition. They also learn 
you must always ask before you eat apples that have fallen from the trees. Apples that 
have been on the ground too long are not good to eat. 
[Educational Message: There is a lot to learn about apples; they grow on trees and 
have seeds inside. Apples are delicious to eat and nutritious too.]

A BIRDY ADVENTURE [ERTD119DH]
On their adventure to Hatty’s garden, the first thing Tweet notices is how beautiful it is. 
She says it smells so sweet and yummy and seems like the perfect place for her and other 
birds. Although the friends love the birds, and Dave wants to hug them, the birds fly 
away.  Hatty tells them the birds don’t feel safe on the ground so they find a bird table 
and search the garden for things the birds will like to eat and drink to put there. They seek 
and find some seeds and fruit, some nuts and water, and even a few bugs. They hide in a 
quiet place so the birds won’t be frightened. Ruff-Ruff, Tweet and Dave have fun 
watching the birds eat and drink.
[Educational Message: Setting out fruits, nuts, water and seeds will invite birds into 
your garden. They don’t feel safe on the ground and are easily frightened. Find a 
place up high to offer your treats and be very quiet so you don’t scare them away.]

Airdate: 5/7/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
ASTROBLAST
I LOVE A PARADE! SOMETIMES…EATBR119DH]
Comet tells all his friends they will have the opportunity to build a float for the upcoming 
Build-Your-Own-Float parade. Everyone is excited and they get to work right away. 
Comet, who has the idea to build a giant smoothie float, refuses to make a plan despite 
Sputnik’s suggestions to do so.  Without a plan, the Astroblast team has no direction and 
therefore isn’t able to complete a float. Bob, who is one of their customers and who has a 



lot of experience building floats, helps the team make and execute a plan. They are able 
to complete a float and even win a prize at the parade.
[Educational Message: When faced with a task, you should make a plan so that you 
can complete your task effectively and efficiently.] 

RADAR SLEEPS OVER [EATBR119DH]
Radar is getting ready to spend the weekend at his cousins’ house. He is excited until 
Sputnik, Halley and Comet casually mention how long he is going to be gone and how 
different everything is going to be. He procrastinates, hides and makes excuses for not 
leaving. Finally, Comet finds Radar and gives him a pep talk. Despite still being a little 
reluctant, Radar leaves. He ends up having a great time with his cousins, though when he 
returns, he is happy to be home with all his friends. 
[Educational Message: You should not let your nervousness get in the way of trying 
new things and having fun.]

Airdate: 5/7/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
THE CHICA SHOW
CHICA PLAYS THE EGG GAMES [ETCSR106DH]
Mrs. C has a serious case of the hiccups and Chica, Mr. C and Kelly try a variety of 
approaches to help her. Chica manages to “scare” the hiccups out of her mother leaving 
her very proud of her singular accomplishment.  Her approach to the hiccups was “better” 
than everyone else’s.  Later, after a little boy comes to the shop for a baseball costume, 
Chica dresses up like a ball player and she and Kelly attempt a game of catch.  Chica is 
unable to catch the ball and feels like giving up because she is not the best, despite Kelly 
urging her to practice.  On their fantasy adventure, Chica takes a chance and tries three 
new games and is really good at just one.  She realizes that fun is just as important as 
being a winner.  When they return to the store, Chica is willing to give baseball a new try.  
[Educational Message:  You can have fun at games even if you don’t win or perform 
the best.  The most important thing is that you give games a try, do your best and 
have fun, win or lose.]

SUPER CHICA! [ETCSR106DH]
Chica feels bad because Bunji has gone missing because she left the cage door open 
while getting his food.  Even though Chica accepts responsibility for Bunji being lost, 
everyone pitches in to find the rabbit.  After her parents and Kelly help out, Dad finds 
Bunji sneaking a nibble of the food left on the floor. Chica is glad Bunji was found but 
really wanted to be the one to undo her own mistake. On the fantasy adventure, Chica, 
Bunji and Kelly are “super heroes” in a city where Mr. Bubbledeedoo (Stitches) is 
blowing so many big bubbles, he is a nuisance.  In order to stop Mr. Bubbledeedoo, they 
have to work as a team and Chica understands that in some cases, it takes teamwork to 
solve a problem.  
[Educational Message:  It is not always possible that one person can be the super 
problem-solver.  Sometimes it is necessary to work with a group in order to get the 
job done and the problem solved.]



Airdate: 5/7/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
NOODLE AND DOODLE
A DAY AT THE AQUARIUM [ENADR106DH]
Presley and Aiden go to the aquarium and want to make a craft to remember it. They 
brainstorm to make an aquarium mobile. Sean and Noodle make a cheesy ocean dip with 
an octopus swimming on the surface. The kids work with Sean to turn lids, CDs and 
hangers to make aquarium mobiles. They hang up the mobiles and enjoy the delicious dip 
with their family.
[Educational Message: You can remember a special trip by creating a mobile from 
recycled items.]

A FAMILY VALENTINE’S DAY [ENADR106DH]
Elena, Julian, and Katherine want to show their parents they love them for Valentine’s 
Day. They brainstorm with Sean to make Valentine’s cards and collect photographs from 
their home to include in the cards.  Sean and Noodle make cheesy macaroni with 
vegetables and recycle the macaroni box for their craft. The kids work with Sean to make 
pop-up cards to show their parents how much they love them. They take the cards and the 
cheesy macaroni to have a special Valentine’s Day.
[Educational Message:  You can make a card to show your parents how much you 
love them for Valentine’s Day.]

Airdate: 5/14/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
FLOOGALS
PROJECT TOOTHBRUSH [EFGL111DH]
Fleeker observes that the exact same sound comes out of the bathroom every morning 
and every night. They enter the bathroom and climb onto the sink to investigate further. 
The Floogals see four objects; two are tall and two are short. They notice that there are 
brushes on the ends that smell fresh and minty. They conclude that the toothpaste goes on 
the brush and the electric brush shakes back and forth in order to clean the hooman’s 
teeth. Flo also notices that there is one brush for each member of the family and that the 
minty string on the sink is used to clean between the hooman’s teeth. 
[Educational Message:  A toothbrush is a tool used with minty toothpaste to clean 
your teeth twice a day. Floss is a thread used to clean in between the teeth to keep 
them healthy.]

PROJECT GLUE [EFGL111DH]
Boy Hooman is making something and he is waiting for Mom Hooman to bring him 
something called “glue.” When the Floogals accidentally spill the glue, Flo hypothesizes 
that the sticky, white substance is paint. But when Flo’s drawing of Boomer disappears 
when it dries, and Flo and Fleeker stick to each other after falling in glue, they rethink 
this hypothesis. Boy Hooman comes in and the Floogals overhear that glue washes off 



with water. They use the glue to repair one of their tools and observe that glue needs a bit 
of time to get its stickiest. As Boy Hooman finishes his craft, the Floogals conclude that 
the glue isn’t paint; it is used for its “sticky powers.”
[Educational Message: Glue is a substance the makes it possible for different 
materials to stick to each other.  It can be used for making new things and fixing 
things that are broken.  When working with glue, it is important to be patient and 
careful.]

Airdate: 5/14/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
NINA’S WORLD 
NINA AND PAPI PLAY BASEBALL [ENNW108DH]
Nina asks Abuelita to help her learn how to throw a baseball so she can throw as fast as 
Nico.  Abuelita tells her about someone who was once “the most fearsome baseball 
pitcher in the county,” La Bola de Fuego, The Fireball.  When she brings out his picture, 
Nina discovers that it’s her Papi.  Papi teaches her that practicing anything you want to 
master is very important, and takes her out to teach her to pitch. Interestingly, Papi has 
lost his magic; his pitches are not very powerful and his back begins to ache. Nina, 
remembering the lesson her Papi so recently taught her, devises some very imaginative 
ways to encourage Papi to practice. He, in turn, helps Nina learn to pitch.
[Educational Message:  It’s important to practice diligently in order to learn a new 
skill.  It can be just as important to practice if it’s something you haven’t done in a 
while. Also, it’s great to help a family member regain their confidence by playing a 
fun game.]

NINA THE SHADOW CHASER [ENNW108DH]
When Papi, Mami, and Abuelita head out to a concert, Nina convinces Skye, her 
babysitter, to let her watch a scary movie. It turns out to be too scary for both of them. 
Nina continues to be frightened after the movie has been turned off, so Skye suggests 
making Shadow Chaser masks. They search the house and courtyard wearing their masks 
and brandishing a flashlight, chasing away the shadows. At bedtime, Nina explains to 
Mami that sometimes things look scary in the dark.
[Educational Message:  If you find that you are frightened, playing a game with a 
friend can take your mind off of it and may even lessen the fear. You might even 
discover there was nothing to be afraid of.]

Airdate: 5/14/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
RUFF-RUFF, TWEET AND DAVE
AN INVENTING ADVENTURE [ERTD120DH]
Because Dave has trouble waking up in the morning, he thinks he needs a special Wake 
Me Up machine. Hatty suggests they invent one, so they go on an adventure to discover 
what it means to invent something and how to do it. When they get there they find a 
whole bunch of goodies for inventing things. Tweet says they should make noisemakers 



and Dave makes a really loud one. But when they test it, it’s not loud enough to wake 
Dave from even a light sleep. Tweet then suggests a toe tickler might do the trick.  They 
try that, but once again, it doesn’t work. Since Dave always responds enthusiastically to 
bananas, Tweet suggests they make a Bring a Banana for Breakfast machine. This time, 
Ruff-Ruff invents the most effective device, and it works!
[Educational Message: If you need a service or product that doesn’t exist, perhaps 
you can invent it. Once you have an idea and find a way to build it, you’ll need to 
test it to make sure it works the way you intended.]

A FIXING ADVENTURE [ERTD120DH]
Hatty’s Bubble Copter is on the fritz and he thinks perhaps the friends can help him fix it. 
When Ruff-Ruff, Tweet and Dave go on an adventure, the first thing they encounter is a 
broken fence in a sheep pasture. They discover they need a nut to keep a bolt in place in 
order to fix it. They use Hatty’s wrench to fit them together to fix the fence. While fixing 
other broken things for the sheep, they figure out how to use a number of parts and tools 
that work for different purposes. They try all these things on Hatty’s Bubble Copter until 
they figure out which parts and which tools are right ones for the job.
[Educational Message: To fix broken things you need parts like nuts, bolts, and 
screws.  You also need tools like hammers, wrenches, and screwdrivers. When you 
have all the parts and tools, you’ll need to figure out which ones work best for your 
specific task.]

Airdate: 5/14/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
ASTROBLAST
STOP BOOGING ME [EATBR120DH]
Everyone is preparing for the health inspector to come evaluate the café. Comet excitedly 
brings his new pets, called “Veesel Boogs,” to the café. Everyone is immediately 
disgusted and strongly suggests that Comet put the “Boogs” where the health inspector 
cannot see them. Comet emphasizes the cleanliness and usefulness of his pets, but none 
of his friends listen. When the “Boogs” get out of their cage, a small panic ensues. Just 
when the inspector is about to leave, he sees the “Boogs” and remarks how clean and 
useful they are. Comet’s friends apologize for jumping to conclusions and not taking the 
time to learn about his new pets.
[Educational Message: Take time to learn about new things you encounter before 
jumping to conclusions. You may be surprised by what you discover.] 

JUST PEACHY [EATBR120DH]
Sputnik brings a giant peach from her peach tree into the café. The sight of it delights 
everyone and Sputnik decides to put it on display in the café so everyone can enjoy it. 
The peach, however, goes missing. Sputnik assumes someone must have stolen it, 
launches an investigation, and determines that whoever took it would smell like peaches. 
Thanks to Radar’s “Smellbot,” they identify three suspects who smell like peaches. 
Despite Sal’s warning to gather all information before making accusations, Sputnik tries 



to pin the theft on the three suspects, to no avail. It turns out that Jet was guarding the 
peach the whole time and Sputnik resolves never to jump to conclusions again.
[Educational Message: When something is missing, you should gather all the 
information before jumping to conclusions and making accusations.]

Airdate: 5/14/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
THE CHICA SHOW
SPECIAL DELIVERY CHICA [ETCSR107DH]
When Jett brings a bevy of packages to the store, Chica hurriedly distributes the mail 
while Jett offers to help Mr. C solve a problem with the alarm clock. In her rush, Chica 
delivers each package to the wrong person.  On their fantasy adventure, Bunji and Chica 
are delivering the mail. When the delivery vehicle breaks down, Bunji is too impatient to 
wait for Kelly to bring her tow truck to fix it.  Bunji pushes a big box up a long hill just to 
see Stitches open it, but the package isn’t for Stitches. He pushes the big box back down 
the hill and waits for Kelly. Now they can deliver the mail properly and deliver a teeny-
tiny package to Stitches, who reveals that inside is a remote control button that inflates a 
Bouncy House.
[Educational Message:  When you rush, you are likely to make mistakes.  It is 
important to practice patience.  One approach is to do something else enjoyable 
while you wait.]  

CHICA’S BIG COMB CIRCUS [ETCSR107DH]
Chica, Mr. and Mrs. C and Kelly decide to organize a big circus performance in the shop.  
Everyone takes a role and Chica becomes the ringmaster.  She has definite ideas about 
how to manage the circus and it doesn’t include listening to the ideas of others.  No one’s 
act is satisfactory, according to Chica. On the fantasy adventure with Kelly, Chica finds 
herself as ringmaster to another circus. She enforces a roll call, and pronounces that “her” 
circus is great, but it needs to become “amazing.”  Each performer must change their act.  
Chica’s expectations are too high and the new acts do not work. The performers all quit 
and Chica realizes that she should have listened to her performers and let them do what 
they do best.  
[Educational Message:  When you are the leader, it is important to listen to ideas 
from your team so you can figure out what they can do well and help make your 
project a big success.] 

Airdate: 5/14/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
NOODLE AND DOODLE
THE BABYSITTER’S HERE [ENADR107DH]
Marissa and her husband are going out and need a fun game for the children to play while 
they are home with the babysitter. Since the children all love basketball, Sean 
brainstorms about basketball-themed crafts.  Sean and Noodle use puff pastry, cream 
cheese and apricots to make basketball-themed Apricot Slam Dunkers. When the boys 



get on the bus, they bring wipe dispensers for the craft.  Sean teaches them how to make 
mini-basketball hoop games using cereal boxes, cleaning wipe lids and the leftover 
apricot bags from their snack.
[Educational Message: You can find lots of fun things to do with the babysitter 
when your parents are away.]

TRAINS [ENADR107DH]
Sophie, Kristin, and Ryan want to make a train to play with while they are at the train 
station. They brainstorm to make a lunchbox train and a special snack shaped like 
passengers.  In the kitchen, Noodle and Sean make passengers out of baked vegetable 
mash to put in the train.  For the craft, the kids work with Sean to make the train out of 
items from their empty food boxes and recycled paper towel rolls and lids. The children 
return to the train station to watch the trains go by and enjoy their snacks.
[Educational Message: You can get creative and construct your own toy train with 
recycled items from your lunchbox.]

Airdate: 5/21/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
FLOOGALS 
PROJECT LEASH [EFGL112DH]
The Floogals are up early and observe Dad Hooman attaching Scruffy the dog to a leash; 
they wonder what it is and what its purpose is. When Dad Hooman and Scruffy return 
from their walk, the Floogals get a closer look at the leash. Since they observed that the 
leash made Scruffy happy, they conduct an experiment to see if the leash has the same 
emotional effect on themselves, the cat and other random objects. They observe that the 
leash prevents Scruffy from going too far from Dad Hooman on their walk. Flo concludes 
that the leash makes Scruffy happy because, when someone picks it up, the dog knows 
that it is going on a walk. 
[Educational Message: A leash attaches to a dog’s collar using a clip and is used to 
keep the dog safe when it goes outside.]

PROJECT UMBRELLA [EFGL112DH]
Flo notices a mysterious new object hanging off the table and wonders why Dad Hooman 
thought he needed it; then suddenly didn’t need it. Flo observes that this object seems like 
a stick with black, soft fabric covering it. They accidentally open the object and it 
expands into something that reminds Flo of a satellite. When Dad Hooman returns, he 
calls the object an “umbrella.” Flo notices that when it was sunny, Dad Hooman didn’t 
need the umbrella but now it’s raining and he does need it. She concludes that hoomans 
need umbrellas to protect themselves from the rain. 
[Educational Message: An umbrella provides protection from the rain. Umbrellas 
are made of soft, waterproof material that expands when you press a button.]

Airdate: 5/21/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00



NINA’S WORLD 
NINA THE ARTIST [ENNW109DH]
Nina is looking for something to sketch to serve as the basis for a painting she’s doing for 
her class.  Out in the courtyard, she encounters Chelsea completing a collage and Carlos 
working on a dinosaur sculpture.  Nina struggles with a painting of Star in the sky but is 
not satisfied with the results. Later, Abuelita intercepts Nina who is trying to throw her 
painting in the garbage. Abuelita convinces her to reevaluate her work. Carlos, Chelsea, 
and Papi really like it, each one discovering something different in it to admire.  After 
hearing their observations, Nina takes another look and she too begins to see things she 
hadn’t appreciated before.  At bedtime, with the picture in a frame, Nina tells Papi she 
sees something different every time she looks at it. 
[Educational Message:  Sometimes we can be our own harshest judges. If we’ve 
done our best, we often need to step back and listen to the feedback of others to 
understand the value of our efforts.]

NINA AND THE MISSING MYNAH [ENNW109DH]
Nina and Abuelita go to the Pet Vet to get food for Hush and visit Vikram, the talking 
mynah bird.  Not only does Vikram talk but also, they discover, he can imitate Dr. Kapur 
when she sings.  Carlos leaves the door open when he enters the Pet Vet and Vikram flies 
away.  Nina suggests she, Abuelita and Carlos can find Vikram. Nina draws Vikram’s 
picture on a “Lost” poster and Dr. Kapur makes copies, which they post all over town. 
They try lots of things, but can't catch him. Abuelita advises a frustrated Nina, “If 
something doesn’t work this way or that way – maybe we need to think of a different 
way.” Nina remembers Dr. Kapur had said Vikram would come if she sang. Abuelita is 
able to drape a towel around Vikram, as he sits atop Nina’s head, drawn there by her 
song.  
[Educational Message:  When trying to accomplish a goal you should vary your 
methods if your initial attempts are not successful.]

Airdate: 5/21/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
RUFF-RUFF, TWEET AND DAVE
A DRIVING ADVENTURE [ERTD121DH]
Ruff-Ruff, Tweet and Dave bump into each other while pretending to be racing cars so 
they go on an adventure to find out how to drive without bumping into things. On their 
adventure they learn the rules of the road. They learn that a red light means stop and 
green a light means go. They learn that road signs warn of hazards ahead. While helping 
Mrs. Chicken get safely across the road, they learn that crosswalks are places where 
pedestrians stop, look and listen to check and see if anything is coming before crossing 
the road. 
[Educational Message:  It is very important to pay attention to traffic signs and 
signals. They tell us when it’s safe to go and warn of hazards ahead. When crossing 
the street you must stop to look and listen, checking to see if anything is coming. 
Then you’ll know when it’s safe to cross.]



A SIGNS ADVENTURE [ERTD121DH]
Hatty brings Ruff-Ruff, Tweet and Dave signs with their pictures on them. Tweet puts 
hers near her special place for drawing, Ruff-Ruff puts his next to his favorite place for 
digging and Dave puts his in front of his home to say, “A very special panda lives here!”  
On their adventure, while trying to find a good place for Hatty’s sign depicting an arrow 
and three acorns, they encounter a number of confusing signs. They put up a sign with a 
big red X to warn the sheep that there’s a muddy place on the road to avoid, and another 
with an arrow to show them which path to take to the farm. They see a squirrel trying to 
remember where he buried his acorns. When the acorns are found, they decide that’s the 
perfect place for Hatty’s acorn/arrow sign. 
[Educational Message: Signs are a way to communicate. They convey important 
messages that warn us, guide us, and can help us to find things.]

Airdate: 5/21/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
ASTROBLAST
HOLE IN ONE [EATBR121DH]
Sputnik and Jet are participating in a mini-golf tournament. They are supportive of each 
other until they realize that, at the tournament finals, someone is going to win and 
someone is going to lose. They become competitive about everything. Sal and Halley 
remind Sputnik and Jet that friendship, not winning, is the most important thing. At the 
tournament, Sputnik and Jet make some impressive shots. But when they face the 
pressure of the last, most challenging hole, Jet and Sputnik apologize for letting the 
competition get in the way of their friendship. Even though Jet gets first place and 
Sputnik gets second, everyone celebrates the victories together.
[Educational Message: When facing a friend in a competition, it is critical to 
remember that friendship is more important than winning.] 

TREASURE HUNT [EATBR121DH]
An old man tells the gang a story about a treasure that was hidden in the space station 
years ago and gives them a treasure map. They realize that the map is a riddle and begin 
to try to solve it. Comet is excited to find the treasure, acts without thinking, and 
experiences a series of avoidable mishaps. His friends emphasize the importance of 
thinking before he acts. Once Comet realizes that he will be more effective if he thinks 
things through, the group is able to solve the riddle and find the treasure. They find a 
cookbook inside with lots of delicious recipes for the peas and spinach Sputnik brought to 
the Frosty Star.
[Educational Message: You must think before you act; rushing into things can lead 
to setbacks and even danger.]

Airdate: 5/21/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
THE CHICA SHOW
REPORTING FOR WCLUCK [ETCSR108DH]



Mrs. C decides to take inventory of the costumes in the Coop; a very big project because 
there are so many costumes. Mrs. C plans to complete the job by checking one thing at a 
time. Kelly notices that the shop is a mess because Chica and her father have not put 
things away as they were finished using them.  So she shows Chica how to clean up by 
doing one task at a time but Chica is uninterested.  However, on their fantasy adventure 
Chica becomes a reporter doing a story about a very messy playground. She helps out by 
showing the kids (Stitches and Bunji) how to break down the mess into two piles and do 
each section separately. The playground is cleaned up quickly.
[Educational Message:  If you break down a big mess into smaller projects, you can 
actually make cleaning up easy and fast.]

DOCTOR CHICA [ETCSR108DH]
Jett, the delivery man, stubs his toe in the shop.  Chica feels that she hasn’t been much 
help because she didn’t have the right-sized bandage. In fact, instead she managed to 
wrap Jett up like a mummy.  Her mom, Mrs. C had the right-size bandage and fixed it.  
On their fantasy adventure, Kelly, Bunji and Chica are all doctors in Fairy Land.  
Stitches, also a fairy, cannot fly so he knows something is wrong. No one knows exactly 
what’s wrong, but they all try to help Stitches “feel better.” A drink of water, a Band-Aid, 
and a hug from all three “doctors” improves Stitches’ mood. Even though they did not 
have a real solution, they discovered how to make a friend feel better.  
[Educational Message: Even if you are not a doctor, you can always make someone 
feel better by being helpful, kind, and supportive when another person is hurt or 
sick.]

Airdate: 5/21/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
NOODLE AND DOODLE
ZOORIFIC [ENADR108DH]
The kids visited the zoo and they want to make something to remember their favorite 
animals. Noodle and Sean get cooking on Cheesy Beany Tostadas shaped like animals 
from the zoo.  Sean’s new friends find some yellow hats for the giraffe hat craft and 
Noodle recycles items from the snack to use as well.  Sean and the kids use glue, 
parchment paper and cloth to make hats that look like giraffes, which they take back 
home and enjoy with their delicious tostadas.
[Educational Message: The zoo is a great place to learn new things about animals. 
Remember what you have learned by doing a project about zoo animals at home.]

MOM’S NEW JOB [ENADR108DH]
Tessa and Evelyn are excited because their mom is going to start working at home. Sean 
brainstorms ideas for a special gift and meal for their mom in her new home office. Sean 
shows them how to make Laptop Quesadillas with a cheese keyboard. Evelyn and Tessa 
help by looking for extra pens and pencils for the pencil holder craft. The girls make the 
pencil holders using craft sticks, paint, construction paper, and the recycled bean jar from 
the quesadillas. They surprise their mom with the craft and special meal.



[Educational Message: When you get creative, you can make great gifts to show 
your mom how special she is.]

Airdate: 5/28/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
FLOOGALS
PROJECT PAINTING [EFGL113DH]
The Floogals are in Girl Hooman’s room wondering what she is looking at so intently. 
When she leaves, they get a closer look and find what appears to be some paper, some 
faulty straws in water, and flat object with colored buttons. Fleeker tries to press the 
buttons with his feet, but nothing happens. When he walks on the paper, they notice that 
he is leaving colored footprints all over the paper. Flo concludes that the “buttons” are 
actually pigment and the faulty straws are actually brushes to transfer the color from the 
palette to the paper.  When they realize what it is and that they’ve ruined it, they set about 
recreating it. They observe that mixing colors creates new ones.
[Educational Message: A painting is a picture of something you create by dipping a 
brush into paint and brushing the paint on paper.]

PROJECT EGG HUNT [EFGL113DH]
The Floogals are enjoying the backyard when they observe Dad and Mom Hooman 
carrying a basket of small, colorful objects. The Floogals notice that the basket is empty 
when the hoomans return to the house and wonder where all the colorful objects went. 
They find one of these objects and collect data about some of its characteristics. They 
observe that it has rounded edges, is not hollow, has a “wobbly shape,” and it is a 
different color than some of the others. They break it open and notice smaller eggs inside. 
They decide to collect all of these objects and return them to the basket. Then they 
overhear Girl Hooman say she’s excited about the Egg Hunt. When the Floogals realize 
they made a huge mistake they quickly re-hide the eggs.  Fleeker notices how much fun 
Girl and Boy Hooman have hunting for the eggs. Flo concludes that the eggs are filled 
with candy and that hiding and finding the eggs is a fun game. 
[Educational Message: An egg hunt happens when small plastic eggs filled with 
candy are hidden in various places. You win the egg hunt game by finding the 
highest number of eggs.]

Airdate: 5/28/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
NINA’S WORLD 
NINA DELIVERS [ENNW110DH]
Nina wants to go to her cousin’s wedding in Mexico.  She’s looking forward to all the 
Mexican wedding traditions.  Mami informs her that there’s no one to run the bakery in 
their absence, so they won't be able to go. Mami suggests sending Mexican wedding 
cookies, so they’ll know they are thinking of them. Nina and Abuelita go to the post 
office. Abuelita has a gift to mail and Carlos and Mrs. Goldstein also have things to send 
off.  They borrow Mrs. Goldstein's shopping cart to carry all the packages. While they're 



rushing, one of the wheels falls off.  After a brief panic on Nina’s part and a quick search, 
they find the wheel and slide it back on. They make it to the post office in time. 
Postmaster Mavis prints the special stamps needed to send packages to Mexico, Israel, 
and New York City. 
[Educational Message:  If you can’t make it to someone’s special event, you can still 
let them know you care by mailing a package, a letter or even a postcard.  Also, if 
someone is counting on you to make a delivery, you should try your best to 
overcome any obstacle that threatens to stand in your way.]

NINA’S LIBRARY HOP [ENNW110DH]
Abuelita tells Nina and Chelsea that it’s important to be respectful of other people in the 
library: be very quiet and no running around. Chelsea and Nina find a frog on the way to 
the library and decide to keep it in Nina’s purse until they can find a good home for him. 
They name him Hoppy. Mr. Lambert, the librarian, tells them that a book is a treasure 
and a library card is the key to “unlocking a kingdom of stories.” Hoppy leaps out of 
Nina’s purse. The girls break every library rule, trying to catch him. When they finally 
do, Mr. Lambert explains that the library is no place for animals and finds a book about 
frogs, which Nina is able to sign out with her very own library card. Hoppy is released 
into the river, which the girls have identified, through reading the book, as a good place 
for his new home. 
[Educational Message: The library is full of books that can take you on exciting 
adventures and teach you a lot about anything that interests you. It is also very 
important to follow library rules.]

Airdate: 5/28/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
RUFF-RUFF, TWEET AND DAVE
A PATTERN ADVENTURE [ERTD122DH]
Hatty shows Ruff-Ruff, Tweet and Dave the new pattern on his Bubble Copter. Tweet 
doesn’t know what pattern means. Hatty explains it’s when sizes, shapes and colors are 
repeated over and over again.  When Hatty tells them they’re going on an adventure, 
Tweet notices that the pattern has disappeared from Hatty’s hat. He says they’ll have to 
find it on their adventure. Dave learns how to make a pattern with bananas. When the 
friends try to make a pattern with the sticks, only Ruff-Ruff succeeds. 
Hatty tells Ruff-Ruff, Tweet and Dave he’d like a colorful pattern for his hat. When they 
discover the striped red, yellow and blue pattern on the gate, Hatty determines it’s the 
right one for him.
[Educational Message: A pattern develops when the same shapes are repeated again 
and again, in the same size and color.]

A MATCHING ADVENTURE [ERTD122DH]
When Ruff-Ruff, Tweet and Dave cannot figure out the purpose of a peculiarly shaped 
object, Hatty tells them that sometimes that can only be determined when the item is 
matched up with something else. Their adventure is the perfect opportunity to perhaps 
find the thing that matches their mystery object. When they match up a key with a lock 



on a box, they are able to open it up. There they discover a number of other matching 
items: pencils and paper, a bucket and shovel, a drum and a drumstick. They also help a 
chicken find her egg. When Ruff-Ruff mistakes a ball for an egg, it is determined that the 
ball goes with their funny-shaped stick. Hatty tells them the stick is actually a tennis 
racquet, which is used to hit the ball.
[Educational Message:  Sometimes one object is not useful unless it is matched up 
with another, like a key and its lock, a pencil with some paper, and a tennis racquet 
with a ball.]

Airdate: 5/28/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
ASTROBLAST
BE MINE [EATBR122DH]
It is friendship day at the space station and everyone is making friendship day cards. 
When Comet does not receive one from Halley, he worries that Halley doesn’t like him 
anymore. Sal suggests that Comet talk to Halley about what is bothering him. But in 
conversation, Comet only gives Halley hints about what’s on his mind. When Halley 
doesn’t pick up on the hints, he resolves to take back the card he made for Halley. Once 
Halley and Comet are able to talk out their problems, Comet discovers that Halley’s card 
for him had been misplaced. Comet learns that he should’ve spoken to Halley right away 
instead of jumping to conclusions. 
[Educational Message: When you have a problem with a friend, it is important to 
talk honestly with your friend instead of jumping to conclusions.]

THREE’S A CROWD [EATBR122DH]
Sputnik and Halley are spending time together when Jet, who is bungee jumping, grabs 
Sputnik and takes her on a brief ride. She has a lot of fun and, despite her reluctance Jet 
straps her onto her own bungee cord. Sputnik and Jet spend a lot of time bungee jumping 
together and Halley begins to get jealous. Sal reminds her that, just because Sputnik is 
spending time with Jet, it doesn’t mean that Sputnik doesn’t want to play with her. 
Finally, Halley tells Sputnik how she feels and Sputnik emphasizes that she enjoys 
spending time with both Jet and Halley. Halley learns that she was letting jealousy get in 
the way of her friendship with Sputnik.
[Educational Message: Just because a friend plays with someone else it does not 
mean that you are left behind. Speak up to your friend to let them know you’d like 
to play too.]

Airdate: 5/28/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
THE CHICA SHOW
CHICA HAS THE CHIRPLES [ETCSR109DH]
Chica tries her best to tell a joke but a case of the chirples (laryngitis) makes it hard to 
communicate.  Everyone at the Coop offers a remedy to no avail, and Chica is very 
frustrated.  When Timmy, who is deaf, and his mom come into the Coop for a parrot 



costume, Chica sees how Timmy uses sign language to communicate. After closing time, 
Kelly and Chica go on their fantasy adventure to the rain forest and Chica learns that 
different birds communicate by acting things out and by making unique sounds. Upon 
their return, Chica finds that her voice is restored, and tries again to tell her joke. Kelly 
finds out just how funny it is. 
[Educational Message: There are many ways to communicate without spoken 
words, including sign language and body language.]

CHICA’S JUG BAND JAMBOREE [ETCSR109DH]
Kelly receives a call from Kenny who tells her that he is having a music party and needs 
a lot of instruments to be delivered to his house right away. They all go on a search to 
find all the instruments in the Costume Coop. Jet offers to deliver the instruments in a 
large washtub he found but Chica doesn’t want to share the washtub.  Eventually, Chica 
relents and Jet delivers the instruments. When the shop closes, Kelly and Chica head to a 
Jamboree to perform in the band. Chica won’t share any of the instruments and tries to 
use all of them on her own. When she performs solo, trying to play all the instruments, 
she is awful. Chica realizes that she has to share the instruments with her friends to make 
the band sound good. They go back on stage and the crowd loves them.
[Educational Message: Taking turns and sharing with your friends is important 
when working as a team.]

Airdate: 5/28/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
NOODLE AND DOODLE
A CHINESE NEW YEAR [ENADR109DH]
Lucas, Isabel, and Marcus want to make a dragon for their families to share on Chinese 
New Year.  Sean and Noodle make Lucky Dragon Dumplings and recycle the egg carton 
to use later for their craft project.  The kids find chopsticks for the craft and they use 
them along with construction paper, paint and the egg cartons to make dancing dragons.  
Sean gives them the dumplings to take home with their dragons and Lucas, Isabel and 
Marcus celebrate Chinese New Year with their family.
[Educational Message: During Chinese New Year, dragons are an important part of 
the decoration and celebration.] 

WRAPPING PRESENTS [ENADR109DH]
Cecilia is going to a birthday party for some twins and needs help finding a birthday gift 
for them.  They like cooking with their dad, so Sean suggests making them a jar of cookie 
mix to use for baking.  Using a jar, they layer the dry baking ingredients, seal it and 
include a set of baking instructions.  Sean and Noodle save the oatmeal box to create a 
gift box during the craft segment.  Cecilia and her brother, Julian, make birthday cake gift 
boxes to store the cookie jar in and take it to the twins’ birthday party.
[Educational Message:  You can make very special gifts for your friends on their 
birthday.]

Airdate: 6/4/2016



Time:
Duration: 30:00
FLOOGALS
PROJECT TORTOISE [EFGL101DH]
Boy Hooman brings home his classroom pet, Toby the tortoise, so that he can care for 
him for a few days. This mysterious “rock” piques the Floogals’ interest, so they get 
closer to collect data. They observe its size, the details on its shell and when it begins to 
walk, they are surprised that it can move. Since it moves quite slowly, they try to 
motivate it to speed up by initiating a race. Despite this attempt, the tortoise continues to 
walk slowly in the opposite direction. The Floogals’ investigation is interrupted when 
Girl and Boy Hooman come in to check on the tortoise. The Floogals overhear that 
tortoises live on dry land and Flo concludes that Toby is an animal, as he eats, drinks and 
walks. 
[Educational Message: A tortoise moves slowly and has scaly legs and patterns on its 
shell, which also serves as its house. In order to live, it needs a source of heat (like a 
heat lamp), vegetables to eat and water to drink.]

PROJECT WASHER DRYER [EFGL101DH]
The Floogals notice the hoomans throw clothes down a chute.  In order to figure out 
where the clothes go, the Floogals jump down the chute. They find themselves in a room 
that starts shaking all of a sudden. They observe a machine that’s making the room shake.  
The machine has a window through which they can see something spinning quite rapidly. 
Then, they observe Mom Hooman take wet clothes out of one machine and put them in 
the other machine. Flo comes to the conclusion that the dirty clothes go into the first 
machine where they get wet and clean and the second machine dries the wet clothes. 
[Educational Message: A washing machine uses soap, water, and a really rapid spin 
to get clothes clean.  A dryer tumbles the clothes around in hot air, which dries 
them.]

Airdate: 6/04/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
NINA’S WORLD
NINA FROM SPACE [ENNW103DH]
While taking a walk with Abuelita, Nina sees Chelsea who shares with her a book she’s 
reading about outer space.  When Chelsea tells Nina she wants to be an astronaut, the 
girls decide to imagine what it would be like to be visitors from outer space seeing earth 
for the first time. The robot visitors, Nina Nunu and Chelsea B, don “Space Goggles” 
(actually swim goggles) then look at things up close, upside down, and down low to 
thoroughly examine them as if they are completely new. With Abuelita as their earth tour 
guide, flowers become subjects for study, as does Tio Javier who is learning to play an 
instrument they’ve never seen before, a sitar from India. Carlos teaches the “visitors” 
about dogs and the game of fetch.  
[Educational Message:  Pretending you are a visitor on planet Earth is an excellent 
way to explore your surroundings. It encourages you to find different ways to look 
at things, discovering aspects of them you’d never considered before.]



NINA MAKES MUSIC [ENNW103DH]
Nina is hoping that Tio Javier will have time to teach her how to play her harmonica.  
She soon finds that Abuelita’s trumpet is broken. This is especially bad news since 
Abuelita was scheduled to play with Tio Javier and his band that very afternoon. They 
take it to Tio Javier in his music shop to see if he can fix it.  He tells them that making 
music makes his heart happy. While he is trying to fix Abuelita’s trumpet, Nina explores 
the new instruments that just arrived: a marimba from Mexico, a didgeridoo from 
Australia and a set of drums.  While she is trying them out, she inadvertently composes a 
tune.  It inspires Tio Javier, who writes a new song.  Abuelita plays her trumpet and they 
all play the new instruments. The new song makes everyone who hears it very happy, 
including Tio Javier.
[Educational Message: Music has the power to make people happy and it is fun to 
learn to make music on different kinds of instruments.]

Airdate: 6/4/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
RUFF-RUFF, TWEET AND DAVE
A BUBBLE ADVENTURE [ERTD123DH]
Ruff-Ruff, Tweet and Dave are having fun with bubbles when Hatty tells them they’re 
going on an Adventure. As they begin to take off, the Spin-Again runs out of the special 
bubble water that makes it fly.  Hatty tells them that all they need to do is fill up the Spin-
Again. But first, they’ll have to find the Zubbly Wubbly Bubbly Pool. When they find it, 
each friend picks a wand for blowing bubbles.  Although each wand has a different shape 
they discover that bubbles always come out round and blowing, waving and running with 
the wands are all ways to make bubbles. Once Hatty finishes filling up the Spin-Again 
and is ready to take off, Ruff-Ruff, Tweet and Dave tell him they’re already having a 
Bubble Adventure right there at home.
[Educational Message: Bubbles are made by dipping a bubble wand in special 
bubble solution, then blowing, waving or running with it. No matter what shape 
your wand, the bubbles will always be round.  It’s lots of fun to make bubbles and 
even more fun to pop them.]

A STARRY ADVENTURE [ERTD123DH]
Hatty teaches Tweet a song about her favorite star and tells her they’re going on an 
adventure. Tweet cannot see her favorite star so she tries to fly up to see it, which, of 
course, she cannot do.  She doesn’t understand why she can’t see it. Dave guesses it’s 
because it’s not nighttime. Hatty explains that the sky is too bright in the daytime for the 
stars to be visible. Hatty suggests they look around for star shapes. Dave finds a star at 
the end of his magic wand, Tweet finds a star-shaped flower, and Ruff-Ruff digs a hole in 
the shape of a star. Since Tweet still wants her own special star, Dave suggests they make 
her one. It’s nighttime by the time they’ve put five pointy shapes together to make a star. 
They look up and see the moon and stars in the night sky.
[Educational Message: There are stars all around us; they are visible only in the 
night sky.]



Airdate: 6/4/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
ASTROBLAST
WHO’S AFRAID OF THE BIG BAD ALLIGATOR [EATBR123DH]
Comet is giving some cute, furry customers (called DzZoophiesdz) a tour of the space 
station.  All of a sudden, the Zoophies disappear and Comet finds them hiding behind 
some books. The Zoophies are afraid of Jet because he is an alligator. Sal convinces Jet to 
be himself so that the Zoophies get to know him; then, they won’t be afraid of him. After 
trying a number of tactics to be less intimidating, including dressing up like a penguin, 
Sputnik suggests that Jet just be himself. Sure enough, the Zoophies warm up to Jet once 
he is relaxed and interacting with everyone in the café normally. 
[Educational Message: When someone doesn’t like you or is intimidated by you, it is 
best to be yourself so that that person can get to know you.]  

SING ALONG TO THE BOUNCING MONKEY [EATBR123DH]
Comet shows his friends the new gadget he got for the party: the 
“Super Sing Along 5000.” The gadget makes it seem like everyone can sing and all of 
Comet’s friends get a chance to try it before the party starts. Radar, however, thinks he is 
the best at using the machine and doesn’t want to share the microphone. Sal emphasizes 
the importance of sharing, but Radar doesn’t listen and decides to host his own party 
featuring him and the Super Sing Along 5000. Radar realizes that everything is more fun 
when he shares the microphone. 
[Educational Message: It is important to share; activities are more fun when 
everyone can participate.]

Airdate: 6/4/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
THE CHICA SHOW
CHICA FANCY FISH [ETCSR110DH]
Chica has been busy making costumes, the most recent being a fancy fish costume for 
herself.  But she needs to clean up her mess.  Kelly teaches Chica the 3 R’s to reduce, 
reuse and recycle materials.  This is the way to sort all the things that are leftover from 
projects.  Chica gets upset about having to do so much clean up but on the fantasy 
adventure, Chica and Kelly go to the beach where Chica, as the fancy fish, finds trash in 
the water.  She meets the Mr. Litterbunny who has too much stuff in his car.  Chica 
realizes how important it is for her to teach Mr. Litterbunny the 3 R’s, too.  
[Educational Message:  When you make a mess, try to sort things into three piles, 
then you will know what can be thrown away, what you can save or give away to be 
used again, and what you should send to a recycling center.]

CHICA’S HALLOWEEN ADVENTURE [ETCSR110DH]
It’s Halloween and everyone is dressing up in fascinating costumes.  Chica thinks 
everyone else’s costume is better than her pink pig snout and ears.  Her friends and 



family tell her she can be anything; just put on a costume and have some fun.  Chica is 
overwhelmed.  On the fantasy adventure, Chica and Kelly go to a Halloween Party. 
Because Chica changes her costumes so frequently, she misses the party activities.  Kelly 
tells her that she has to make a decision and if she sticks with it, she will have the time to 
go have fun with everyone.  She decides to dress up as a Kelly look-alike for Halloween.
[Educational Message:  When you cannot make a decision, take the time to consider 
your choices, opt for what you like the best and stick with that.  There will be more 
time to enjoy yourself if you aren’t worrying about the decisions you have to make.]

Airdate: 6/4/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
NOODLE AND DOODLE
STORY TIME-CIRCUS [ENADR110DH]
Luca and his friends are looking for something to help them carry all of their library 
books. Sean teaches them how to make backpacks to put their books in at their picnic. 
Sean and Noodle stack various meats and cheeses and put them in bread using alphabet 
cereal to make book titles to create Storytime Book Bites. They recycle the cereal boxes 
and use them for the backpack craft. Luca and his friends collect smaller boxes to use as 
pockets on the backpacks. Luca and his friends take their backpacks and snacks to the 
picnic for a day of fun.
[Educational Message: You can find new and creative ways to carry your books 
from the library.] 

FAMILY BIKE RIDE [ENADR110DH]
Shawn and his brother are going on a family bike ride but it is too hot outside, so they ask 
for help to cool off before their picnic.  Sean and Noodle make Bicycle Icicle Tea to help 
cool them off using peppermint and ice cubes.  They use recycled items from their picnic 
to decorate their bikes with tassels and license plates.  Shawn and his brother take the tea 
back to the family and decorate their bikes with the items they made with Sean and 
Noodle. 
[Educational Message: You can creatively decorate your bikes with recycled items 
from your everyday lunch.]

Airdate: 6/11/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
FLOOGALS
PROJECT BALLOON [EFGL102DH]
It is Girl Hooman’s birthday and the hoomans got her pink balloons. When they leave, 
one of the balloons frightens Fleeker, as it appears to be following him. The Floogals 
launch a scientific investigation to find out more about this “big pink floaty thing.” Flo 
and Boomer notice the squeaky sound the balloon makes when they rub it. When they 
untie the string that keeps the air inside the balloon, the balloon deflates. Despite 
following Fleeker, Flo observes that the balloon is not alive and that it is made of 
stretchy, rubbery material that expands when it’s filled with air. When the hoomans 



return for their forgotten balloon, the Floogals learn that “balloons” are used as 
decorations for special events. Working together, the Floogals replenish the air in the 
missing balloon.  Dad and Boy Hooman take it back to Girl Hooman so she can have the 
best birthday ever.
[Educational Message: Balloons are made of a stretchy rubber material that helps 
them expand when they are filled with air. They are quite light when they are filled 
with air and are used to decorate happy events.]

PROJECT TRUMPET [EFGL102DH]
When Boy Hooman comes home from soccer practice, the Floogals notice a mysterious 
case on his bedroom floor. They open it to discover a curiously-shaped metal object that 
they liken to a Floogal horn. They observe that it has buttons and hypothesize that it is a 
telephone, which they quickly rule out. They develop a few more hypotheses, one of 
which causes Fleeker to accidentally get stuck in the horn.  Observing Mom Hooman 
blow into the trumpet gives the Floogals a hint as to how to get Fleeker out. They use a 
soccer ball pump to generate a burst of air, which pushes Fleeker out and makes an 
unexpected sound. Flo concludes that this object is a musical instrument, called a 
trumpet. They decide to play the Floogal national anthem on the trumpet and it sounds 
great.
[Educational Message: Trumpets make music when you blow air down the pipe and 
push the buttons at the same time.]

Airdate: 6/11/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
NINA’S WORLD
NINA’S HENNA HIJINKS [ENNW112DH]
Nina sees Dr. Kapur reading a book about Mehndi, a South Asian tradition using henna 
paste to make designs on the hands and feet. Dr. Kapur practices her Mehndi artistry on 
Nina and tells her she has to be patient and let the Mehndi dry. Nina, anxious to join her 
friends playing Frisbee, smudges her flower design and gets some wet henna on Star. 
She’s frightened Dr. Kapur will be angry, but Dr. Kapur, while touching up the designs, 
tells Nina that when she was a little girl she did the same thing.  That evening at bedtime, 
Nina shows Mami the beautiful Mehndi flowers on her hands and puts pictures of them in 
her art book.
[Educational Message:  Mehndi is a beautiful South Asian art tradition. Patience is 
required while getting it done and letting it dry. You should always follow 
instructions.]

NINA’S EVERYTHING GARDEN [ENNW112DH]
At the community garden, Abuelita and Nina see Dr. Kapur and Mr. Lin. Initially, Nina 
wanted to plant only purple pansies in her garden, but after visiting Mr. Lin in his garden 
and Dr. Kapur in hers, and seeing all the wonderful and varied beauties they have, she 
begins to appreciate the value of variety. Mr. Lin gives her lemon balm plants and Dr. 
Kapur gives her marigolds. She asks Abuelita if they can combine the pansies, lemon 



balm and marigolds with Abuelita’s vegetables to make one big Everything garden, 
which they do to beautiful effect.  
[Educational Message:  Community gardens are a good way for people in crowded 
spaces to be able to grow fruits, vegetables, and flowers. It is beautiful because the 
plants are as diverse as the people who grow them.]

Airdate: 6/11/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
RUFF-RUFF, TWEET AND DAVE
A MOVING ADVENTURE [ERTD124DH]
Hatty’s pretending to be a bird and the others do as well. When they go on an adventure, 
Hatty suggests they look carefully at the things around them and copy how they move. 
They copy hopping like a frog, moving like a Roly-pod, spinning like Hatty’s Bubble 
Copter, and moving around like a train.
[Educational Message: Copying the way animals and objects move can be fun and 
informative.]

A PLAYGROUND ADVENTURE [ERTD124DH]
When Ruff-Ruff, Tweet and Dave arrive with Hatty at a playground, they discover the 
equipment needs to be assembled. The ropes on the swing are uneven and so long that the 
swing sits on the ground. They figure out they need to shorten and even-up the ropes so 
the swing is balanced. They make a seesaw by balancing a plank on a triangle. They learn 
that in order for the seesaw to work, they’ll need to have equal weight on both ends. Dave 
sits alone on one end and, to balance it out, Tweet and Ruff-Ruff sit together at the other. 
To make a slide, the friends lift up one end of a plank and place it atop a block of steps. 
When Hatty has completed his surprise Round-About, Ruff-Ruff, Tweet and Dave have 
fun playing on all the new playground equipment.
[Educational Message: There a lot of things to consider when assembling 
playground equipment. Balance, weight, size, and height are some of them.  Once 
things are put together properly, the playground is a great place to have fun with 
your friends.]

Airdate: 6/11/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
ASTROBLAST
I FEEL FINE! [EATBR124DH]
Comet gets tickets to the Carli Cosmos concert. Sputnik, who is very excited about the 
concert, wakes up sick. The doctor tells her to rest for 24 hours, which means she is going 
to miss the concert. She resolves to pretend that she is not sick, despite her friends 
emphasizing that she needs rest. Sputnik is unable to perform basic tasks at the café but 
insists she feels fine. Eventually, Sputnik relents and decides to rest instead of going to 
the concert. When she wakes up, she feels much better. Suddenly, none other than Carli 
Cosmos visits the café to taste the smoothies and sing a song for Sputnik.  
[Educational Message: When you are sick, you have to rest and take care of yourself 



so that you will feel better.] 

RADAR FOR A DAY [EATBR124DH]
Halley uses her “Digi Gizmo” watch to help her with her deliveries. When it breaks, she 
takes it to Radar to be fixed. Radar is busy and is not able to get to her Digi Gizmo until 
later. Halley criticizes him for taking too long. After Sal suggests that she shouldn’t judge 
Radar until she has put herself in his shoes, Halley decides to do Radar’s job for a day. It 
quickly becomes clear that Radar’s job is more difficult than she thought. Halley 
apologizes to Radar for under-valuing his job and asks for his help. They work together 
to fix all the items on Radar’s workbench.
[Educational Message: Before jumping to conclusions and judging someone, it is 
crucial to put yourself in their shoes.]

Airdate: 6/11/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
THE CHICA SHOW
CHICA CLIMBS A MOUNTAIN [ETCSR111DH]
Chica wants to have a hula party but the weather outside is far too cold and windy. Kelly 
helps by trying to keep everyone warm inside the Coop, but Chica is upset she can’t have 
a hula party as planned. Despite Kelly’s offer of a pineapple smoothie, Chica cannot be 
soothed.  After the shop closes, Kelly and Chica go on an adventure to the snowy 
mountains where Chica wears a grass skirt and lei. Not finding a sunny beach, Kelly, in 
the role of an old lady, dresses Chica in winter clothes.  Suddenly, Chica has a fine time 
sledding and throwing snowballs with friends. Chica discovers that you can still have fun 
even if you have to make a change in your plan.  
[Educational Message: If you make adjustments when plans have to be changed you 
will find that you can still have a lot of fun.]

SNOW PRINCESS CHICA [ETCSR111DH]
When Jet arrives with a special delivery package full of winter accessories, Chica puts 
them all on and dresses up like a snow princess. The only thing missing is the perfect 
princess crown. After a lengthy search, Chica gets frustrated and decides to give up on 
the snow princess costume altogether. During Chica’s fantasy adventure, she becomes a 
snow princess inside her castle. Missing a crown, she is offered various replacements but 
nothing seems to work. But when Chica and her friends collaborate, they come up with a 
nice crown by using their imaginations.  Chica and Kelly return to the shop, and Chica 
finally uses her imagination to make her own perfect crown. 
[Educational Message: Using your imagination to solve a problem is sometimes the 
best way to get exactly what you want.]

Airdate: 6/11/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
NOODLE AND DOODLE
DINO STOMP [ENADR111DH]



Hayley and Zack like to pretend to stomp around like dinosaurs so they ask for help to 
pretend to be dinosaurs.  For a snack, Noodle and Sean make “dinosaur eggs” by placing 
hard-boiled eggs inside of turkey patties and baking them.  They recycle the egg cartons 
for the craft and Sean makes them dinosaur feet with coffee filters and tissue boxes.  
When they finish, they take their dinosaur egg snack home to eat and play with their 
parents.
[Educational Message: You can use your imagination to pretend to be your favorite 
animals.]

IT’S MOVIE TIME [ENADR111DH]
Hayley, Savannah, and Shane are watching a safari movie for family night and need 
Sean’s help to find a snack.  Sean and Noodle make some Coconut Safari Snack Mix by 
taking coconut, oats, cereal and honey and baking them together into a healthy snack 
mix. As a special treat, they make safari-themed snack cones using paper plates and 
paint. They recycle the cereal bag and use it to stamp paint on the craft animal print snack 
cones.  Hayley, Savannah, and Shane take the mix and cones home to have a fun family 
movie night.
[Educational Message: During family night you can make themed snacks for 
everyone to share.]

Airdate: 6/18/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
FLOOGALS
PROJECT PUZZLE [EFGL103DH]
Girl Hooman is excited to show her puzzle to her grandmother, and being observant, the 
Floogals question what is a puzzle is and what is its purpose.  When they go to take a 
closer look, they accidentally break the puzzle. The Floogals decide that fixing the puzzle 
will be their mission of the day. Once they collect all the pieces, Flo wonders how to put 
the pieces together. They observe a picture on the puzzle box. They conclude the picture 
illustrates how the pieces are supposed to look when they are put together. They observe 
that the shapes and colors of the pieces indicate which ones fit together. The Floogals are 
able to repair the puzzle and grandma loves it.
[Educational Message: A jigsaw puzzle is a picture broken up into pieces. You can 
use the shapes, patterns and colors on the pieces to help you fit them together.]

PROJECT HELICOPTER [EFGL103DH]
While enjoying some raisins on the counter, Boomer accidentally gets carried off into the 
backyard by a mysterious craft. Fleeker and Flo approach this craft and collect some data. 
They observe that it needs an operator and that the blades on the top of it cause it to 
move. They conclude that this craft is a toy and that it is their best chance to save 
Boomer. After happening upon a remote control car and its remote, they look for and 
successfully find the remote control to the helicopter. Flo flies the helicopter to the 
backyard and rescues Boomer. When he is safely back in the house, Flo shares that the 
helicopter is not a UFO; it is a toy that Boy Hooman can control from a distance. 



[Educational Message: Toy helicopters are fun and are guided by a remote control 
device. You have to point the device directly at the helicopter to successfully 
maneuver it.]

Airdate: 6/18/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
NINA’S WORLD
NINA’S FAMILY MUSEUM [ENNW113DH]
Nina has decided to make a Flores Family Museum at home as a surprise to cheer up 
Mami. Abuelita and Nina search the house for artifacts to place in the museum. Their 
search takes them to “The Chamber of Rattling Pipes,” the boiler room, where they find 
toys that belonged to Nina as a baby. When all of the “finds” are brought together and 
presented as museum pieces, Mami is indeed surprised and loves viewing the family 
treasures. There’s Tio Javier’s panpipe, the veil Mami wore at her wedding, and a 
cracked vase Papi made for Abuelita when he was a boy. Nina also included some of her 
own artwork.  
[Educational Message: Creating a family museum doesn’t require a lot of expensive 
and precious things.  Personal objects that symbolize special events are important to 
preserving life’s most important memories. 

NINA DIVES IN [ENNW113DH]
When Nina and Abuelita get to the new community pool, she is surprised at how large it 
is. This fills her with trepidation. When Eddie does a cannonball dive, water splashes on 
Nina’s face so she decides she’s ready to go home.  Carlos then shows Nina how Nico 
taught him to hold his breath underwater.  He convinces her to try.  After holding her 
breath out of the water first, she holds it underwater and finds it’s a lot of fun. She even 
does it again so she can blow bubbles underwater like Carlos. When Star falls in and 
begins floating toward the deep end, Eddie dives in and retrieves him.  That evening, she 
tells Papi she wants to swim in the ocean one day.
[Educational Message: It’s okay to be a little afraid to try a new thing or experience. 
If you don’t give up and you take the time to learn and engage the experience 
slowly, you may find you like it a lot and want to do more and more of it.] 

Airdate: 6/18/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
RUFF-RUFF, TWEET AND DAVE
A SUPERPOWER ADVENTURE [ERTD125DH]
Hatty finds Ruff-Ruff, Tweet and Dave pretending to be superheroes. They go on an 
adventure to discover just what their individual super powers might be. They encounter 
Little Sheep who cannot find his friend Big Sheep. Ruff-Ruff digs a hole in an attempt to 
find Big Sheep. That doesn’t work, but soon Tweet hears Big Sheep’s bell with her super 
listening powers; they head off in the direction of the sound. Dave is able to spot sheep 
wool with his super sight, which keeps them on the right path. Ruff-Ruff employs his 
acute sense of smell to identify the scent of wool; that helps them follow the trail. Using 



their super senses in this way Ruff-Ruff, Tweet and Dave are soon able to lead Little 
Sheep back to his friend.  “Super Spotter” Dave also finds Little Sheep’s blue flower with 
his super power of sight.
[Educational Message:  Your senses are your super powers. The ability to hear, see 
and smell help you every day and can also be of use to help others when they have 
lost their way or cannot find something.]

A SPECIAL DELIVERY ADVENTURE [ERTD125DH]
Hatty arrives in his Bubble Copter with a package for Ruff-Ruff. That’s not the only 
delivery he has to make, so Ruff-Ruff, Tweet and Dave go on an adventure to help him. 
By checking out the information on the package labels, they are able to make deliveries 
to a fluffy sheep in the tall grass, a rabbit that lives in a hole under a tree, and a crab that 
lives in a rock pool at the beach. It turns out it’s the crab’s birthday and the friends accept 
an invitation to his birthday party
[Educational Message: When a person wants to send something they put the name 
and address of the person they’re sending it to on a label on the outside of the 
package.  This informs the delivery person where the package is going and who it’s 
for.]

Airdate: 6/18/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
ASTROBLAST
A GIFT FROM HALLEY [EATBR125DR1H]
Halley buys gifts for all her friends. When the presents arrive, the Astroblast crew can’t 
figure out what to do with the squishy, green ball. Instead of asking Halley what it is, 
they spend all day trying to figure out how to play with it. They eventually ask Halley, 
who tells them it’s a pogo stick, and they all have fun playing with it. 
[Educational Message: When you don’t know the answer to a question, you 
shouldn’t be afraid to ask instead of trying to figure it out yourself.]

BEST GUESTS [EATBR125D1H]
The Astroblast crew is trying to figure out what to do for customer appreciation day. 
They all agree that they want to sing a song to their customers. Comet keeps attempting 
to make the performance bigger and better. Sal reminds them that it’s the thought that 
counts when showing appreciation, and that the best way for them to show appreciation 
to their customers is to simply let them know how much they care. They decide to have 
an anti-gravity party but, when it doesn’t go as planned, they sing a simple song to their 
guests, just as they had initially planned. 
[Educational Message: When giving a gift or showing appreciation to someone, it is 
the thought that counts; it usually doesn’t matter how grand or fancy the gift is.]

Airdate: 6/18/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
THE CHICA SHOW



VROOM, VROOM CHICA [ETCSR112DH]
Chica is frustrated when she is “it” for a game of freeze tag because she is not fast 
enough to “tag” anyone and make them freeze.  When the shop closes, she and Kelly go 
on their fantasy adventure. Chica, Kelly, Bunji, and Stitches are in an Indy 500-type race.  
Though she is in last place, Chica perseveres and keeps going when her friends have to 
drop out of the race.  She ultimately wins the race because she didn’t give up when others 
had to quit.  She tries her skill on Kelly when they return to the shop and she’s able to 
catch Kelly at an opportune moment and tag for a “freeze.”
[Educational Message: Sometimes a game is won based on perseverance, not by 
speed.  Just take things at your own pace and eventually others may have to slow 
down or stop.  Then you can move ahead and achieve your goals.]

CHICA THE BOCK-A-DOODLE BUILDER [ETCSR112DH]
Mrs. C is taking a customer on a tour of the shop, recounting her famous costumes.  
Chica enters in a self-made airplane and announces that she wants to build an airport 
inside the shop.  Despite being told by Kelly that an airport is too big for the shop, Chica 
persists in trying to do something “big.”  She doesn’t accept the idea that “small is 
beautiful” too. While on their fantasy adventure, Chica is the boss of a building company 
and builds Bunji a “huge” house just to fix a broken roof shingle. Bunji finds the new 
house overwhelming.  Chica has to tear it down and return to building something much 
smaller.  Upon her return to the shop, Chica draws a plan for new shingle for Bunji’s 
cage.  
[Educational Message:  A large size isn’t always the most important thing you can 
do to make an impression.  Sometimes, small things are more appropriate and just 
as appreciated.]

Airdate: 6/18/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
NOODLE AND DOODLE
TEDDY BEAR PICNIC [ENADR112DH]
Mila and her friends are having a teddy bear picnic and ask for Sean’s help.  They decide 
to make bread, shaped like teddy bears, and heart-shaped picnic baskets to hold their 
bears.  Sean and Noodle make the teddy bear out of bread dough and bake it to a golden 
brown.  On the bus, Sean helps Mila and her friends make teddy bear picnic baskets out 
of paper plates, recycled greeting cards, and the bread bags. The girls take their teddy 
bear bread and new picnic baskets to the park for a day of fun at the picnic.
[Educational Message: You can use your imagination to have a special picnic for 
your teddy bear.]

COME TO OUR TEA PARTY-CROSSING GUARDS [ENADR112DH]
Vanessa and her friends would like to have a tea party and need Sean’s help.  They 
decide to make teacup and saucer sets.  For a snack, Noodle and Sean make mini-
pancakes with ricotta cheese and berry topping.  When Vanessa and her friends return 
from collecting the yogurt cups, Sean helps them make the teacups out of recycled yogurt 



cups, ricotta lids from their snack, and special salt dough he prepared.  Once dry, the girls 
return home to have a tea party with their new teacups and delicious pancakes.
[Educational Message: You can have a wonderful tea party with your friends when 
you use your imagination and your toys.]

Airdate: 6/25/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
FLOOGALS
PROJECT ICE [EFGL104DH]
The Floogals discover a piece of ice that Dad Hooman dropped on the floor while filling 
the cooler. They wonder what it is and what hoomans use it for. The Floogals observe 
that ice is cube-shaped, sparkly and freezing cold. Flo and Fleeker climb to the top of the 
refrigerator to further observe how the hoomans are using the ice in the backyard. Flo 
concludes that they use the cold ice when it’s hot in order to cool them down; she also 
observes that sunshine, or any heat source, melts the ice. 
[Educational Message: Ice is frozen water and it is used to cool us down when we 
feel hot. When ice is exposed to a heat source, such as sunlight, it melts into water.]

PROJECT SLEEPOVER [EFGL104DH]
The Floogals observe that Girl Hooman is cleaning her room, which she never does. 
Then, her friends come in and mention that they are having a sleepover. The Floogals 
wonder what a “sleepover” is and decide to investigate to find out more. They observe 
the girls laying out sleeping bags on the soft carpet, playing games, dancing, and eating 
snacks. This causes the Floogals to wonder why there isn’t more sleeping happening at 
this so-called “sleepover.” When Mom Hooman turns off the light, the Girl Hooman and 
her friends finally go to sleep. One of the girls misses her parents and her bed and Girl 
Hooman describes this as being “homesick.” The Floogals decide to have their own 
sleepover in the dollhouse and fall asleep together. In the morning, Flo concludes that a 
sleepover is when one or more friends sleep at another friend’s house
[Educational Message: A sleepover is when you spend the night at a friend’s house 
and do fun things like playing games and eating snacks. When you miss your 
parents and your house, it is called feeling homesick.]

Airdate: 6/25/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
NINA’S WORLD
NINA RIDES A BIKE [ENNW111DH]
Nina has new purple streamers for her bicycle and is excited to go riding.  Everyone is 
busy and though she’s not allowed to ride alone, she does so anyway. She wants to see 
her new streamers “fly” so she rides very fast.  She almost collides with Max, the Dog, 
and swerving to avoid Abuelita, she rides over some flowers, crashes into a tree, and 
skins her knee. When Abuelita reminds her she’s not supposed to ride alone, Nina 
declares she’ll never ride her bike again. In order to help Nina get over her accident, 



Abuelita enlists the help of Carlos and Chelsea by setting up a bike school.  Nina aces the 
tests they devise. 
[Educational Message: When you don’t know how to do something, you should 
learn how instead of doing it alone; you could really hurt yourself.]

NINA TAKES THE CAKE [ENNW111DH]
Nina and Abuelita discover Mami has hurt herself and is very concerned about her 
important deliveries: Eddie’s birthday cake and Mrs. Goldstein’s cake for her daughter’s 
baby shower. They arrange the cakes in delivery order with Eddie’s on top. When 
Abuelita goes inside to get her hat, Nina, although she’s been told not to, takes out the 
cakes to show Carlos, putting them back in the wrong order.  Star admonishes Nina about 
not telling Abuelita about letting Carlos see the cakes. Nina says she hasn’t really lied, 
she just hasn’t told Abuelita everything. The switch isn’t discovered until Mrs. Goldstein 
looks at her cake after Eddie’s has been delivered.  When Abuelita takes the blame for 
mixing up the cakes, Nina decides to confess her transgression. Abuelita forgives her and 
they scurry off to correct the mistake. That evening Mami tells Nina that not speaking up 
when you’ve done something wrong is the same as telling a lie. Nina promises that she’ll 
never let it happen again.
[Educational Message:  Not speaking up when you’ve done something wrong is the 
same as telling a lie.]

Airdate: 6/25/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
RUFF-RUFF, TWEET AND DAVE
A HAPPY HAT ADVENTURE [ERTD126DH]
Ruff-Ruff wants a hat that will keep his ears from getting hot in the sun, Tweet wants one 
to protect her head when she bumps it, and Dave wants a hat that makes him look 
important.  They go on an adventure to find the perfect hats. In a big box with lots of 
hats, Dave thinks he’s found the right hat to fit between his ears, but it’s a little too big.  
Ruff-Ruff finds a hat for Dave that’s the perfect size. In the Hat Forest, Dave finds a hat 
that’s not squashy or bendy, but hard and strong enough to protect Tweet’s head.  They 
go to the Sunny Ranch to find a hat to protect Ruff-Ruff’s ears from the sun. Ruling out a 
round hat and a banana hat, they find a hat that’s wide enough to do the job.
[Educational Message: When choosing a hat you must make sure it’s the right size 
for your head; you don’t want it to cover your eyes.  It must also be the correct 
shape and material for the purpose you had in mind. The right hat can protect you 
from the sun and from falling objects.]

A ROBOT ADVENTURE [ERTD126DH]
When Hatty visits, he finds Ruff-Ruff, Tweet and Dave each wishing for something to 
help with a specific task. On their adventure, they encounter a robot that can do just that. 
Hatty instructs them on starting and stopping the robot with the red switch on his back. 
He also tells them they must be very specific when asking for help. Ruff-Ruff asks the 
robot to throw sticks for him to fetch, but must first figure out how to give a more 
detailed instruction to get exactly what he needs. The same thing happens when Tweet 



asks for a chair to sit in for drawing, which the robot, at first, makes way too small. When 
the robot diligently works to fulfill Dave’s request for “gazillions of bananas,” the team 
must figure out how to turn him off and make him stop.
[Educational Message: Robots can be a lot of fun and very helpful. They need clear 
instructions to complete any task successfully.]

Airdate: 6/25/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
ASTROBLAST
BOP ‘TIL YOU DROP [EATBR126DH]
Some cute creatures named “Bipitty Bops” visit the Astroblast crew in the Frosty Star 
Café. After drinking a smoothie, the Bipitty Bops multiply. The Astroblast crew cannot 
figure out why the creatures are multiplying so fast. Comet thinks of a number of possible 
explanations and hastily tries to prove them. Sputnik reminds him that they need to think 
things out before jumping to conclusions. Finally, through thoughtful experimentation 
and by paying close attention, they figure out that every time a Bipitty Bop drinks from a 
straw, it doubles. 
[Educational Message: You should always be thoughtful, pay attention and ask 
questions before jumping to conclusions.]

KAPOWSERS! [EATBR126DH]
Comet receives a call from a TV reporter who wants to interview the Astroblast team 
about the award they received for the best smoothie stand in the universe. Comet and all 
his friends are excited. However, Comet gets nervous about not being special enough for 
the reporter. Comet attempts to mitigate this insecurity by coming up with a catchphrase: 
“Kapowsers!” This causes the rest of the Astroblast team to adopt a new look or behavior 
to be more special. When the reporter arrives, the team is too busy with their new special 
behaviors to notice. Luckily, the team goes back to being normal and gives an awesome 
interview.
[Educational Message: It is important to always be yourself and be comfortable in 
your own skin.]

Airdate: 6/25/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
THE CHICA SHOW
FARMER CHICA [ETCSR113DH]
Something is shaking up the costume shop as though an earthquake is occurring.  It turns 
out that the shaking is the crunch of Jet biting a carrot. He has food from the farmer’s 
market to share but Chica has no time to eat fruits and vegetables. She wants to quickly 
eat a bag of chips and continue playing in her farmer costume.  She tires early because 
she hasn’t eaten properly and, on the fantasy adventure, the problem repeats itself.  Chica 
won’t eat a good breakfast and gets so tired she can’t even feed her horse.  When they 
return home, Chica eats some healthful food so that she and Kelly have enough energy to 
walk home and make dinner with Mr. and Mrs. C.  



[Educational Message:  You have to eat healthful food like fruits and vegetables to 
have enough energy to do all the things you want to do every day.]

BOCK-A-DOODLE-DOO I LOVE YOU [ETCSR113DH]
Chica wants to do something special to show how much she loves her parents.  Chica and 
Kelly open a spa for Mrs. C and build a hammock for Mr. C.  When an order comes in 
for a yak costume, Chica assumes she can fill the order (so her parents can rest), but alas, 
while the costume is a Chica original, it is not a yak.  Chica feels she totally let her 
parents down and they won’t love her anymore.  On their fantasy adventure, Chica and 
Bunji are parents whose children, Kelly and Stitches, accidentally toss Bunji’s perfect 
carrot cake into the air.  Even though the cake was ruined, parents Chica and Bunji 
reassured their “son” he was still loved.  Returning to the shop, Mr. C tells Chica her spa 
was such a big hit, he is now building her mother a new luxury bird bath.  Chica realizes 
her parents still love her despite her mistake.
[Educational Message:  Parents do expect their children to do their best, but even if 
they get upset when mistakes get made or accidents happen, their love will always 
be there.]  

Airdate: 6/25/2016
Time:
Duration: 30:00
NOODLE AND DOODLE
MEOW MEOW [ENADR113DH]
Samantha and her brother, Joel, just brought Charlie, the cat, home and want to make him 
feel welcome. Sean suggests making Charlie a toy and some kitty treats.  On the bus, 
Noodle and Sean bake the treats using tuna and wheat germ.  Sean, Samantha, and Joel 
make toys for Charlie using tennis balls, socks and some sticks to carry them.  When they 
are finished, they take their new toys and treats home to Charlie, much to his enjoyment.
[Educational Message: When you want your new pet to feel welcome, make sure you 
have plenty of toys and treats to make them feel at home.]

KINGS AND QUEENS-CROSSING GUARDS [ENADR113DH]
Turner and Daje have been learning about kings and queens in class and are looking for 
something to bring to circle time.  After brainstorming with Sean, they decide to make a 
crown and some jelly jewels to eat using colored gelatin and milk.  Turner and Daje 
return to the bus to help Sean make crowns using paper plates wrapped in foil and 
colored rock salt to decorate them.  They take the jelly jewels and crowns back to their 
class to share with everyone.
[Educational Message: Kings and queens have jewels and crowns but you can use 
your imagination to pretend you’re royalty, too.]

For 2nd Quarter 2016
April - June, 2016



THERE WAS NO OTHER PROGRAMMING FOR THE 2ND QUARTER 2016 THAT 
CONTRIBUTED, 
AS PART OF NBC’S OVERALL PROGRAMMING, TO SERVE THE EDUCATION 
AND INFORMATIONAL NEEDS OF CHILDREN 16 AND UNDER.

2nd Quarter 2016 PSAs
NETWORK PUBLIC SERVICE SCHEDULE 
APRIL 2016

AIR 
DATE SHOW TITLE HIT TIME

DURATI
ON

MATERIAL 
ID PRODUCT TITLE

20160402 NOODLE 9:56:57 AM 0:15
ZNBCMC5165
H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15

20160402 NOODLE 9:57:12 AM 0:15 ZNBC61054H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Education "Once Up
20160402 FLOOGALS 10:26:17 AM 0:15 ZNBC61054H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Education "Once Up
20160402 FLOOGALS 10:26:32 AM 0:15 ZNBC61076H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Environment - Fish

20160402 NINA'S WORLD 10:56:32 AM 0:15
ZNBCMC5165
H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15

20160402 NINA'S WORLD 10:56:47 AM 0:15 ZNBC61086H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Financial Ed - Pig
20160402 RUFF RUFF 11:26:17 AM 0:15 ZNBC61096H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Health - Food Rain

20160402 RUFF RUFF 11:26:32 AM 0:15
ZNBCMC5165
H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15

20160402 CHICA 11:56:57 AM 0:15 ZNBC61086H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Financial Ed - Pig

20160402 CHICA 11:57:12 AM 0:15
ZNBCMC5104
H PSA 2015 TMYK Bob Harper Health :15

20160402 ASTROBLAST 12:26:47 PM 0:15 ZNBC61054H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Education "Once Up
20160407 MONEY AN 3:50:35 AM 0:15 ZNBC61071H PSA 2016 TMYK Hoda Kotb NBC Today Environment "Sho

20160409 NOODLE 9:56:57 AM 0:15
ZNBCMC5165
H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15

20160409 NOODLE 9:57:12 AM 0:15 ZNBC61054H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Education "Once Up
20160409 FLOOGALS 10:26:17 AM 0:15 ZNBC61054H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Education "Once Up
20160409 FLOOGALS 10:26:32 AM 0:15 ZNBC61076H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Environment - Fish

20160409 NINA'S WORLD 10:56:32 AM 0:15
ZNBCMC5165
H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15

20160409 NINA'S WORLD 10:56:47 AM 0:15 ZNBC61086H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Financial Ed - Pig
20160409 RUFF RUFF 11:26:17 AM 0:15 ZNBC61096H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Health - Food Rain

20160409 RUFF RUFF 11:26:32 AM 0:15
ZNBCMC5165
H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15

20160409 ASTROBLAST 11:56:47 AM 0:15 ZNBC61054H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Education "Once Up
20160409 CHICA 12:26:57 PM 0:15 ZNBC61086H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Financial Ed - Pig

20160409 CHICA 12:27:12 PM 0:15
ZNBCMC5104
H PSA 2015 TMYK Bob Harper Health :15

20160416 NOODLE 9:56:57 AM 0:15
ZNBCMC5165
H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15

20160416 NOODLE 9:57:12 AM 0:15 ZNBC61054H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Education "Once Up
20160416 FLOOGALS 10:26:17 AM 0:15 ZNBC61054H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Education "Once Up
20160416 FLOOGALS 10:26:32 AM 0:15 ZNBC61076H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Environment - Fish

20160416 NINA'S WORLD 10:56:32 AM 0:15
ZNBCMC5165
H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15

20160416 NINA'S WORLD 10:56:47 AM 0:15 ZNBC61086H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Financial Ed - Pig
20160416 RUFF RUFF 11:26:17 AM 0:15 ZNBC61096H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Health - Food Rain

20160416 RUFF RUFF 11:26:32 AM 0:15
ZNBCMC5165
H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15

20160416 ASTROBLAST 11:56:47 AM 0:15 ZNBC61054H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Education "Once Up
20160416 CHICA 12:26:57 PM 0:15 ZNBC61086H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Financial Ed - Pig



20160416 CHICA 12:27:12 PM 0:15
ZNBCMC5104
H PSA 2015 TMYK Bob Harper Health :15

20160423 FLOOGALS 10:26:17 AM 0:15 ZNBC61054H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Education "Once Up
20160423 FLOOGALS 10:26:32 AM 0:15 ZNBC61076H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Environment - Fish

20160423 NINA'S WORLD 10:56:32 AM 0:15
ZNBCMC5165
H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15

20160423 NINA'S WORLD 10:56:47 AM 0:15 ZNBC61076H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Environment - Fish
20160423 RUFF RUFF 11:26:17 AM 0:15 ZNBC61076H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Environment - Fish

20160423 RUFF RUFF 11:26:32 AM 0:15
ZNBCMC5165
H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15

20160423 ASTROBLAST 11:56:47 AM 0:15 ZNBC61054H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Education "Once Up
20160423 CHICA 12:26:57 PM 0:15 ZNBC61086H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Financial Ed - Pig

20160423 CHICA 12:27:12 PM 0:15
ZNBCMC5104
H PSA 2015 TMYK Bob Harper Health :15

20160423 NOODLE 12:56:57 PM 0:15
ZNBCMC5165
H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15

20160423 NOODLE 12:57:12 PM 0:15 ZNBC61076H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Environment - Fish

20160430 NOODLE 9:56:57 AM 0:15
ZNBCMC5165
H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15

20160430 NOODLE 9:57:12 AM 0:15 ZNBC61054H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Education "Once Up
20160430 FLOOGALS 10:26:17 AM 0:15 ZNBC61054H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Education "Once Up
20160430 FLOOGALS 10:26:32 AM 0:15 ZNBC61076H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Environment - Fish

20160430 NINA'S WORLD 10:56:32 AM 0:15
ZNBCMC5165
H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15

20160430 NINA'S WORLD 10:56:47 AM 0:15 ZNBC61086H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Financial Ed - Pig
20160430 RUFF RUFF 11:26:17 AM 0:15 ZNBC61096H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Health - Food Rain

20160430 RUFF RUFF 11:26:32 AM 0:15
ZNBCMC5165
H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15

20160430 ASTROBLAST 11:56:47 AM 0:15 ZNBC61054H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Education "Once Up
20160430 CHICA 12:26:57 PM 0:15 ZNBC61086H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Financial Ed - Pig

20160430 CHICA 12:27:12 PM 0:15
ZNBCMC5104
H PSA 2015 TMYK Bob Harper Health :15

NETWORK PUBLIC SERVICE SCHEDULE 
MAY 2016

AIR DATE SHOW TITLE HIT TIME
DURATI
ON MATERIAL ID PRODUCT TITLE

20160507 FRI-1ST LOOK 4:24:36 AM 0:15 ZNBC61071H PSA 2016 TMYK Hoda Kotb NBC Today Environment "Sho
20160507 NOODLE 9:56:57 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5165H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15
20160507 NOODLE 9:57:12 AM 0:15 ZNBC61076H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Environment - Fish
20160507 FLOOGALS 10:26:17 AM 0:15 ZNBC61054H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Education "Once Up
20160507 FLOOGALS 10:26:32 AM 0:15 ZNBC61076H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Environment - Fish
20160507 NINA'S WORLD 10:56:32 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5165H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15
20160507 NINA'S WORLD 10:56:47 AM 0:15 ZNBC61086H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Financial Ed - Pig
20160507 RUFF RUFF 11:26:17 AM 0:15 ZNBC61076H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Environment - Fish
20160507 RUFF RUFF 11:26:32 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5165H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15
20160507 ASTROBLAST 11:56:47 AM 0:15 ZNBC61054H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Education "Once Up
20160507 CHICA 12:26:57 PM 0:15 ZNBC61086H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Financial Ed - Pig
20160507 CHICA 12:27:12 PM 0:15 ZNBCMC5104H PSA 2015 TMYK Bob Harper Health :15
20160514 FLOOGALS 10:26:17 AM 0:15 ZNBC61054H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Education "Once Up
20160514 FLOOGALS 10:26:32 AM 0:15 ZNBC61076H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Environment - Fish
20160514 NINA'S WORLD 10:56:32 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5165H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15
20160514 NINA'S WORLD 10:56:47 AM 0:15 ZNBC61086H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Financial Ed - Pig



20160514 RUFF RUFF 11:26:17 AM 0:15 ZNBC61096H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Health - Food Rain
20160514 RUFF RUFF 11:26:32 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5165H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15
20160514 ASTROBLAST 11:56:47 AM 0:15 ZNBC61054H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Education "Once Up
20160514 CHICA 12:26:57 PM 0:15 ZNBC61086H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Financial Ed - Pig
20160514 CHICA 12:27:12 PM 0:15 ZNBCMC5104H PSA 2015 TMYK Bob Harper Health :15
20160514 NOODLE 12:56:57 PM 0:15 ZNBCMC5165H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15
20160514 NOODLE 12:57:12 PM 0:15 ZNBC61054H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Education "Once Up
20160521 FLOOGALS 10:26:17 AM 0:15 ZNBC61054H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Education "Once Up
20160521 FLOOGALS 10:26:32 AM 0:15 ZNBC61076H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Environment - Fish
20160521 NINA'S WORLD 10:56:32 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5165H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15
20160521 NINA'S WORLD 10:56:47 AM 0:15 ZNBC61086H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Financial Ed - Pig
20160521 RUFF RUFF 11:26:17 AM 0:15 ZNBC61076H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Environment - Fish
20160521 RUFF RUFF 11:26:32 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5165H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15
20160521 ASTROBLAST 11:56:47 AM 0:15 ZNBC61054H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Education "Once Up
20160521 CHICA 12:26:57 PM 0:15 ZNBC61086H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Financial Ed - Pig
20160521 CHICA 12:27:12 PM 0:15 ZNBCMC5104H PSA 2015 TMYK Bob Harper Health :15
20160521 NOODLE 12:56:57 PM 0:15 ZNBCMC5165H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15
20160521 NOODLE 12:57:12 PM 0:15 ZNBC61076H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Environment - Fish
20160528 CHICA 9:26:57 AM 0:15 ZNBC61086H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Financial Ed - Pig
20160528 CHICA 9:27:12 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5104H PSA 2015 TMYK Bob Harper Health :15
20160528 NOODLE 9:56:57 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5165H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15
20160528 NOODLE 9:57:12 AM 0:15 ZNBC61054H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Education "Once Up
20160528 FLOOGALS 10:26:17 AM 0:15 ZNBC61054H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Education "Once Up
20160528 FLOOGALS 10:26:32 AM 0:15 ZNBC61076H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Environment - Fish
20160528 NINA'S WORLD 10:56:32 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5165H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15
20160528 NINA'S WORLD 10:56:47 AM 0:15 ZNBC61086H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Financial Ed - Pig
20160528 RUFF RUFF 11:26:17 AM 0:15 ZNBC61096H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Health - Food Rain
20160528 RUFF RUFF 11:26:32 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5165H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15
20160528 ASTROBLAST 11:56:47 AM 0:15 ZNBC61054H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Education "Once Up

NETWORK PUBLIC SERVICE SCHEDULE JUNE 
2016

AIR 
DATE SHOW TITLE HIT TIME

DURATI
ON

MATERIAL 
ID PRODUCT TITLE

20160604 FRI-1ST LOOK 4:24:34 AM 0:15 ZNBC61071H PSA 2016 TMYK Hoda Kotb NBC Today Environment "Sho
20160604 FLOOGALS 4:56:17 AM 0:15 ZNBC61054H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Education "Once Up
20160604 FLOOGALS 4:56:32 AM 0:15 ZNBC61076H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Environment - Fish

20160604
NINA'S 
WORLD 5:26:32 AM 0:15

ZNBCMC5165
H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15

20160604
NINA'S 
WORLD 5:26:47 AM 0:15 ZNBC61086H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Financial Ed - Pig

20160604 RUFF RUFF 5:56:17 AM 0:15 ZNBC61076H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Environment - Fish

20160604 RUFF RUFF 5:56:32 AM 0:15
ZNBCMC5165
H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15

20160604 ASTROBLAST 6:26:47 AM 0:15 ZNBC61054H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Education "Once Up
20160604 CHICA 6:56:57 AM 0:15 ZNBC61086H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Financial Ed - Pig

20160604 CHICA 6:57:12 AM 0:15
ZNBCMC5104
H PSA 2015 TMYK Bob Harper Health :15

20160604 NOODLE 7:26:57 AM 0:15
ZNBCMC5165
H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15

20160604 NOODLE 7:27:12 AM 0:15 ZNBC61076H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Environment - Fish
20160611 FLOOGALS 10:26:17 AM 0:15 ZNBC61054H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Education "Once Up
20160611 FLOOGALS 10:26:32 AM 0:15 ZNBC61076H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Environment - Fish



20160611
NINA'S 
WORLD 10:56:32 AM 0:15

ZNBCMC5165
H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15

20160611
NINA'S 
WORLD 10:56:47 AM 0:15 ZNBC61086H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Financial Ed - Pig

20160611 RUFF RUFF 11:26:17 AM 0:15 ZNBC61096H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Health - Food Rain

20160611 RUFF RUFF 11:26:32 AM 0:15
ZNBCMC5165
H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15

20160611 ASTROBLAST 11:56:47 AM 0:15 ZNBC61054H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Education "Once Up
20160611 CHICA 12:26:57 PM 0:15 ZNBC61086H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Financial Ed - Pig

20160611 CHICA 12:27:12 PM 0:15
ZNBCMC5104
H PSA 2015 TMYK Bob Harper Health :15

20160611 NOODLE 12:56:57 PM 0:15
ZNBCMC5165
H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15

20160611 NOODLE 12:57:12 PM 0:15 ZNBC61054H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Education "Once Up
20160618 FLOOGALS 10:26:17 AM 0:15 ZNBC61054H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Education "Once Up
20160618 FLOOGALS 10:26:32 AM 0:15 ZNBC61076H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Environment - Fish

20160618
NINA'S 
WORLD 10:56:32 AM 0:15

ZNBCMC5165
H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15

20160618
NINA'S 
WORLD 10:56:47 AM 0:15 ZNBC61086H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Financial Ed - Pig

20160618 RUFF RUFF 11:26:17 AM 0:15 ZNBC61096H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Health - Food Rain

20160618 RUFF RUFF 11:26:32 AM 0:15
ZNBCMC5165
H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15

20160618 ASTROBLAST 11:56:47 AM 0:15 ZNBC61054H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Education "Once Up
20160618 CHICA 12:26:57 PM 0:15 ZNBC61086H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Financial Ed - Pig

20160618 CHICA 12:27:12 PM 0:15
ZNBCMC5104
H PSA 2015 TMYK Bob Harper Health :15

20160618 NOODLE 12:56:57 PM 0:15
ZNBCMC5165
H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15

20160618 NOODLE 12:57:12 PM 0:15 ZNBC61054H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Education "Once Up
20160625 FLOOGALS 10:26:17 AM 0:15 ZNBC61054H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Education "Once Up
20160625 FLOOGALS 10:26:32 AM 0:15 ZNBC61076H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Environment - Fish

20160625
NINA'S 
WORLD 10:56:32 AM 0:15

ZNBCMC5165
H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15

20160625
NINA'S 
WORLD 10:56:47 AM 0:15 ZNBC61086H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Financial Ed - Pig

20160625 RUFF RUFF 11:26:17 AM 0:15 ZNBC61096H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Health - Food Rain

20160625 RUFF RUFF 11:26:32 AM 0:15
ZNBCMC5165
H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15

20160625 ASTROBLAST 11:56:47 AM 0:15 ZNBC61054H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Education "Once Up
20160625 CHICA 12:26:57 PM 0:15 ZNBC61086H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Financial Ed - Pig

20160625 CHICA 12:27:12 PM 0:15
ZNBCMC5104
H PSA 2015 TMYK Bob Harper Health :15

20160625 NOODLE 12:56:57 PM 0:15
ZNBCMC5165
H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15

20160625 NOODLE 12:57:12 PM 0:15 ZNBC61054H PSA 2016 TMYK Tim Kubart Sprout Education "Once Up

NBC NETWORK NON-BROADCAST EFFORTS

April - June, 2016

NBCUniversal’s The More You Know website:

Since 1989, The More You Know has brought the nation’s most important social issues to 
the forefront, and remains a trusted voice for sharing knowledge to improve lives and 



inspire action. The More You Know’s comprehensive website (themoreyouknow.com) 
includes in-depth resource and referral information on the campaign’s important focus 
issues including: 

• HEALTH – fighting childhood obesity, encouraging nutrition and physical fitness
• ENVIRONMENT – encouraging everyday actions that reduce environmental 

impact
• EDUCATION – recruiting new teachers and promoting their long-lasting impact  
• DIGITAL LITERACY & INTERNET SAFETY - sharing online safety tips and 

information  
• DIVERSITY – embracing differences and promoting inclusion, tolerance and 

respect 

Also featured on site is The More You Know Learning series’ Growing Up Online, a free 
eBook on digital literacy and Internet Safety. Growing Up Online is an important tool to 
initiate conversation with children about online safety.  The eBook is a media-rich, two-
part learning resource that provides easy-to-use information about navigating the digital 
world in a unique and engaging way. Part one includes safety tips, discussion questions 
and key takeaways for parents and teachers. Part two features four entertaining video 
comic books for children, focused on real situations that come up when kids go online. 

Additional content on the site includes public service announcements, behind-the-scenes 
videos, a general overview, a talent directory, and a list of the campaign’s accolades such 
as the prestigious Emmy and Peabody awards.

2016 1st QTR QUARTER MEET THE PRESS TOPICS

N/A at this time

NBC NETWORK NON-BROADCAST EFFORTS

January – March, 2016

NBCUniversal’s The More You Know website:

Since 1989, The More You Know has brought the nation’s most important social issues to 
the forefront, and remains a trusted voice for sharing knowledge to improve lives and 



inspire action. The More You Know’s comprehensive website (themoreyouknow.com) 
includes in-depth resource and referral information on the campaign’s important focus 
issues including: 

• HEALTH – fighting childhood obesity, encouraging nutrition and physical fitness
• ENVIRONMENT – encouraging everyday actions that reduce environmental 

impact
• EDUCATION – recruiting new teachers and promoting their long-lasting impact  
• DIGITAL LITERACY & INTERNET SAFETY - sharing online safety tips and 

information  
• DIVERSITY – embracing differences and promoting inclusion, tolerance and 

respect 

Also featured on site is The More You Know Learning series’ Growing Up Online, a free 
eBook on digital literacy and Internet Safety. Growing Up Online is an important tool to 
initiate conversation with children about online safety.  The eBook is a media-rich, two-
part learning resource that provides easy-to-use information about navigating the digital 
world in a unique and engaging way. Part one includes safety tips, discussion questions 
and key takeaways for parents and teachers. Part two features four entertaining video 
comic books for children, focused on real situations that come up when kids go online. 

Additional content on the site includes public service announcements, behind-the-scenes 
videos, a general overview, a talent directory, and a list of the campaign’s accolades such 
as the prestigious Emmy and Peabody awards.

NBCUNIVERSAL MEDIA, LLC

30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, NY 10112            
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CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE WITH
CLOSED CAPTIONING REQUIREMENTS FROM

APRIL 1, 2016 THROUGH JUNE 30, 2016

I, Jean Dietze,  President, Affiliate Relations, NBC Television Network, 
a division of NBCUniversal Media LLC, (the “Network”), hereby certify 
that, during the above-titled calendar quarter, all programming 
transmitted by the Network pursuant to the Network’s affiliation 
agreement complied with the rules and policies relating to closed 
captioning of the Federal Communications Commission (47 C.F.R. 
§79.1, et al).

Date: JULY 1, 2016


